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Although it attracts 2.5 million
LBL still called under-utilized
GOLDEN POND, Ky.(AP) — A
place that attracts 2.5 million
visitors a year could hardly be
called under-utilized, but that is
the case with Land Between the
Lakes recreation area, according
to Elizabeth Thach.
Mrs. Thach, who has managed
the giant western Kentucky
recreation acres for about a year,
says it could easily handle 5
million guests.
And attracting those people is
the first step in her goal to make
the 170,000-acre Tennessee Valley
Authority project an integral part
of the area's economy.
"In the '60s, the emphasis at the
LBL was getting the resources of
the area back into shape," Mrs.
Thach said. "In the '70s, the emphasis was on demonstrating the
conservation of resources and
energy__
"We haven't concentrated on
the LBL as a tool to benefit the
economy," she continued. "That

should be the emphasis for the
'80s."
According to Mrs. Thach, many
people look upon LBL as some sort
of monolithic government operation. She hopes to change that attitude. "We want to be a good
neighbor, not a big brother," she
said.
Depending on their particular
interest, most people have a narrow view of what LBL is, Mrs.
Thach said.
To most, she admitted, the area
means fishing. Snuggled as it is
between Kentucky Lake and Lake
Barkley, two of the largest manmade lakes in the nation, LBL
gets not only its name but its
reputation among anglers from
the water.
LBL itself is a 40-mile peninsula
beginining at the tiny town of
Grand Rivers, Ky. at the north
and extending south into Tennessee. In between is an area that
has been cleared of virtually all
residential and commercial

Newspaper plans
recipe contest

development.
As such it has become a haven
for hunters, naturalists and
campers.
The Tennessee Valley Authority
runs the area and produces electric power at the dams on each of
the lakes. It is government appropriations, however, which fund
LBL programs.
And like other agencies depending on government largesse in
these times, the going is rough.
The Reagan Administration
budget recently announced will
cut funding for LBL from $7.8
million in fiscal year 1982 to $6.4
million in 1983.
Cuts before this year have
already forced curtailment of
some programs at LBL, she said.
"We've had to cut back on just
about everything," Mrs. Thad)
said.
"But we'd rather operate_some
facilities at a quality level than
keep (ham all going at something
less."

Mrs. Thach said the possibility
of charging fees for activities is
under study but no decisions have
been made.
The best course for keeping the
area vital, she said, is more
money coming in from other
sources. While tourists are the
biggest source of that income, she
said, there are also other benefits
to be derived from visitors.
"Tourism is the best way to get
people here for the first time," she
said. "And once they visit the
area, they may want to come back
to work and live."
With the new emphasis on
recreational opportunities, the
area around LBL could become a
haven for retired people and
businesses looking for a place to
relocate, Mrs. Thach said.
"Intensive, joint effort between
the private and public sectors can
really show what a good area this
is to visit and live in,"she said. "It
could stimulate the area's
economy enormously."

Legislators get

The Murray Ledger & Times is planning a recipe contest. Winners will be selected from different categories, plus an overall winner will
be picked.
The winning recipes with the persons' names and all other recipes,
space allowing, will be published in a special cookbook edition,
Thursday, April 8.
This will be a separate cookbook to be inserted in the regular edition on that date.
A panel of qualified food experts will judge the various categories
of recipes to be placed in the various categories.
"Murray and Calloway County persons have long been known for
their wonderful cooking and we urge all cooks, including men,
women and children, to submit their recipes for the contest," said
Walter Apperson, publisher.
Persons should send recipes, along with name and address, by
Monday, March 22, to the following address:
Cookbook
P.0.Box 1040
the Murray Ledger & Times
Murray,Ky.42071

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
-Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. last week
threw the issue of his controversial $1.8 million Sikorsky
helicopter in the laps of the
General Assembly, saying it was
their decision on what to do with
it.
The state Senate responded
Monday by adopting a resolution
urging that the state keep the
helicopter. Brown promised to sell
it last year but has been unable to
find a buyer.
The Senate adopted by 25-5 the
resolution introduced by Sen.
Nelson Allen, D-Bellefonte.
The resolution urges the Senate
and House Appropriations and
Revenue Committees to include
funding for the helicopter in the

SHARE IT UP — Breaking up a concrete slab in the drainage ditch
behind the old Tappan plant, Second Street, are Wade Kirks, Paul
Fennell and Thomas Clendenen (using the jackhammer). The three
are Murray Street Dept. employees preparing the ditch for a new
culvert. The ditch will be completely covered for parking use by
Kroger when that company takes over the building.
Staff photo by Duane Spurlock
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next biennial budget.
are a lot of areas that need help
Brown announced in March 1981 with roads and you often can't see
that he was selling the helicopter that from 3,000 feet."
to help fund salary increases for
Sen. Gene Stuart, R-Prospect,
teachers. However, he has not said he did not object to the governor having a helicopter. However,
been able to find a buyer.
Allen said the helicopter is need- he said he objected to Brown using
ed by Brown and future governors the helicopter to commute to
to travel in remote areas of Ken- Frankfort from his Lexington
tucky and to help with the state's home.
"I thought he was a better
economic development.
Sen. John Doug Hays, D- salesman than that," Stuart addPikeville, said he had prepared ed. "He has had it on the block for
his own resolution calling for the a year and now he has dumped it
governor to sell the helicopter and on us."
buy a used 4-wheel drive vehicle to
However, the resolution receivtraverse th.e roads in eastern Ken- ed some unexpected Republican
tucky.
support from Sen. Doug Moseley,
"While this is a bit tongue-in- R-Columbia, who said "if I was in
cheek, I am serious about what I the governor's office, I would proam getting at," Hays said. "There bably want to keep it. It ought to

be fixed and kept."
Moseley said he thought Brown
had made an ill-advised statement
in promising to sell the helicopter.
Sen. Joe Prather, D-Vine Grove,
President Pro Tern of the Senate,
said he feels the governor,
whether the current one or a
future one, deserves to have a
first-rate mode of transportation.
Prather said he felt Brown was
wrong in selling all of the state's
fixed-wing aircraft, a savings
Brown has often cited in defending
the purchase of the helicopter.
"I hope the Appropriations and
Revenue Committee takes a
serious look at the needs in the
future in this area and eliminate it
for once and all as an issue before
this body," Prather said.

Perpetual scholarship established
at Murray for theater arts'students
•

JOHNSON SCHOLARSHIP ESTABLISHED — Shirley T. Johnson and two Murray State University officials — Dr. Constantine W. Curris (right), president, and Dr. Jim Booth, chairman of the Department of
Speech and Theatre — are shown at the signing of the declaration of guidelines establishing the Robert E.
Johnson Memorial Theatre Scholarship. It will be awarded to qualified upper division theatre area majors in
memory Johnson, who died Dec.21,19N,after serving more than 22 years as a faculty member at Murray
State.
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Planet lino-up won'tcause palpitations
By Duane Spurlock
Rumors have been circling
among sky-watchers that Wednesday is going to be a big day for
ground-watchers.
The reason for the rumors is a
rare planetary alignment in our
solar system. The planets will all
line up on the same side of the sun
during this month.
The concern to groundwatchers? According to some
folks, the extra gravitational force
resulting from this alignment will
cause earthquakes on our little
planet.
However, according to Bill
Burnley, assistant professor of
astronomy at Murray State
University, things may not work
out as some folks think they will.
Burnley said he did not want to
sound like a kill-joy, but "there is
no real alignment."
Mercury, Venus and Earth are

in a sort of uneven line, Mars
upsets the straightness, Jupiter is
about 30 degrees out of line,
Saturn is 10 degrees out, Uranus is
in toward the line, and Neptune
and Pluto are back out of line.
"The concern is the alignment
will cause distortion of the interior
land masses," Burnley said. This
would cause stress along land
mass edge lines such as the
famous San Andreas fault and the
closer New Madrid fault.
That additional stress would
result in earthquakes.
Burnley said if all the planets
were aligned, the extra gravitational pull would actually equal
about 1 percent of force exerted
daily on the Earth by the Moon.
"That won't be enough" to
cause earthquakes, he added.
Burnley said some people have
voiced a fear the extra gravity lined up on one side of the sun will

pull extra radiation from the sun.
"If there were a true alignment,
the extra force would be nearly
nil," he said, so the radiation concern is also a needless worry.
The concern began with the
publication eight years ago of The
Jupiter Effect. The book's theory
has since been disproven.
"I would recommend that people go about their daily work
Wednesday," Burnley said. That
day has been appointed "D-Day"
for the accumulated force of the
planets, he said, though he was unsure why.
"If there are earthquakes then,
well that will be mud in my and
other astronomers' eyes. Of
course, I would think those fault
lines would have slipped on that
day anyway."
Burnley said such a planetary
alignment occurs about once
every 400 years.
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A perpetual scholarship for
theater arts students in memory
of the late Robert E. Johnson has
been established at Murray State
University where he served more
than 22 years as a faculty
member.
A declaration of guidelines for
the scholarship, to be known as
the Robert E. Johnson Memorial
Theater Scholarship, was signed
Thursday by his widow, Shirley T.
Johnson, and university officials,.
Johnson, who died Dec. 21, 1980,
at age 54, had been a member of
the faculty since 1958 and served
until 1976 as director of theater
and chairman of theater arts. He
was well-known in the surrounding area as well as on the campus
for his contributions to theater.
Residue funds totaling more
than $8,600 from the theater productions "Twilight Cabaret" and
"Stars in My Crown" have been
placed in the Murray State
University Foundation as the base
investment for St scholarship
fund. Additional contributions
from relatives, colleagues, friends
and students of Johnson will be added to the fund.
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Waste dump site bill
approved by group
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) - A
Senate committee approved a bill
today that would establish a state
board to choose a site for Kentucky's first commercial
hazardous-waste dump.
Senate Bill 279 was approved
without an amendment that would
have excluded northeastern Kentucky as a possible location..
That amendment was pushed by
Sen. Nelson Allen, D-Greenup, in
an effort to ensure that the dump
would not be located near the
Maxey Flats nuclear-waste
disposal site in Fleming County.
It would have barred locating
the dump within 50 nautical miles
of an existing nuclear-waste facility.
The committee approved the
amendment last week. But during
another meeting Monday, supporters of the bill said the amendment might result in the closing of
a waste facility near Calvert City
in western Kentucky because it is

Ginseng bill gets
amendmentin senate

about 20 miles from a Paducah
uranium -enrichment plant.
As approved today by the
Agriculture and Natural
Resources Committee, the bill
would create a "siting board" that
could overrule local officials in
deciding where the dump will go.
The county receiving the dump
would receive up to 5 percent of
the facility's gross receipts and
state financing for an adjacent industrial park.
The dump also would be subject
to regulation by state environmental officials and would be labeled a
demonstration facility. Backers of
the bill have said those provisions
would help the state avoid charges
that it had unconstitutionally
created a monopoly.
Senate Majority Leader Joe
Wright, D-Harned, a co-sponsor,
said the bill probably will be considered by the full Senate Wednesday.

Legislative session highlighted
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP ) — Here are highlights of Monday's secsion
of the Kentucky General Assembly:
Senate
—The Senate passed 35-2 and returned to the House for compliance
an amended bill to control the harvesting of ginseng in Kentucky so it
can remain eligible for export to the Far East.
—The Senate passed 32-3 and sent to the governor a House bill
which provides that grain elevators and stockyards have clear title
to grain and livestock they purchase unless they have been notified of
a lien by the lienhokler.
—The Senate passed 31-1 and sent to the House a bill which creates
a special state fund to receive donations for helping with medical
assistance, after removing a provision to make medical care for the
elderly tax deductible.
—The Senate passed 29-6 and sent to the House a bill increasing the
amount that local governments can spend without letting bids from
$5,000 to $7,500.
—The Senate passed 27-8 and sent to the House a bill approving
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.'s reorganization of the Bureau of Corrections.
—The Senate passed 28-8 and sent to the House a bill approving internal reorganization within the Department of Energy.
House
—The House passed 83-2 and sent to the Senate a bill which expands
the bonding capacity of the Kentucky Housing Corporation from $700
million to $1.125 billion.
—The House passed 46-33 and sent to the Senate a bill which would
require a prosecuting witness to put up a $25 bond. Such a requirement could be imposed by a judge or other officer issuing an arrest
warrant.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
state Senate wants to ensure that
Kentuckians can still export
ginseng to the Far East without
undue regulation from the state.
The Senate passed a House bill
Monday aimed at complying with
federal requirements by
regulating the harvesting of
ginseng, which is an endangered
plant. However, the Senate
amended the bill to remove requirements that diggers and
buyers must be licensed and property_owners must give their written permission for harvesting
ginseng on their land.
The amended bill, which passed
35-2, must now go back to the

House for concurrence in the
changes.
Sen. Ken Gibson, Co Madisonville, opposed the
changes but voted for the bill, saying the program is required by the
federal government if Kentucky
ginseng can continue to be exported.
Gibson noted that the root of the
ginseng weed is highly valued by
Orientals for medicinal purposes,
even though it has not been proven
to have any value.
He said Kentucky's ginseng
PANCAKE DAY — Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis serves J.H. Nix
crop has been valued at $5 million
some pancakes in preparation for Murray Civitan Club Pancake Day
annually, with one acre worth an
Saturday, March 27. Ticketholders will be served all the pancakes
estimated $160,000.
they can eat from 5 a.m. to 3 p.m. For tickets, contact any Civitan.
The bill provides for a limited
harvesting season. Another
Senate amendment defined the
season as Sept.1 to Dec.l.
The Senate effectively killed
two bills by agreeing to send them
back to committees for further
study. Such a move this late in a
session is tantamount to death for
avenue available for additional the General Fund and providing
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
the bills.
House Democrats will hold
state revenue was discussed, extra money for secondary and
A bill to require that oil shale
Richardson said.
another caucus Wednesday on
elementary education.
leases be filed with the county
"We did a lot of discussion and
proposed changes in the state
It is combined with a revised tax
court clerk was sent back to the
very little action," the speaker on liquor and a number of addibudget, and Speaker Bobby
Agriculture and Natural
said. "This was a group of people tional or increased fees, mainly by
Richardson, D-Glasgow, said he
Resources Committee on a voice
groping for a solution."
hopes for more fruitful results.
industry.
vote.
In a meeting Monday, mor
Richardson said he did not try to
Offered also has been a proposal
However, Sen Jack Trevey, Rthan 70 House Democrats could
persuade his colleagues in any
by Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville, Lexington, fought
an attempt to
reach no concensus on vario
way on any options for new fun- chairman of the House Appropriarecommit a bill that would require
ding.
tions to raise more monO or the
tions and Revenue Committee. an automobile
owner to show proThe only broad agreement, he That bill would raise severance, linext two -; • : .ear
of of liability insurance before he
Gov. o
said, seemed to be that "everyone quor and cigarette taxes and
Brown Jr.'s revicould register his car.
wanted to provide new money and
sion -pl
was the main area of
would provide perhaps $100
Trevey contended that Kendiscussion during the 90-minute
no one wanted new taxes."
million more annually.
tucky's current manadatory
- caucus.
Brown's, proposal includes a
Richardson said there also was automobile insurance
law, which
Brown told the assembly last
weight-distance tax on trucks discussion .at the caucus to do
requires display of a sticker on the
week his plan would raise $186
which 'suppose-city would yield-at nothing — in essence to retain the
rear window, is ineffective.
least $72 million yearly for the bare-bones budget submitted by
million more for the next two
"We are not enforcing the law,"
Transportation Fund, thereby en- the governor earlier in the sesfiscal years.
Trevey said. "This is a very simding the diversion of money from
But practically every other
sion.
ple attempt to enforce the law on
Richardson said no polls were the books."
taken on budget sentiment. He
The bill was sent—to—the Apalso said there was no hostility propriations
and Revenue Comaired toward Brown.
mittee on a 27-9 vote.
And the speaker said that the
The Senate passed and sent to
truck tax, the keystone of the ad- the governor
House Bill 245, which
ministration's package, "is still a
provides
that
grain elevators and
In Frankfort, the House of
viable concept to be considered" stockyards
Rep. Freed Curd.
have clear title to
Representatives' appropriations
The measure proposes 'to cut although sentiment was expressed grain and livestock they purchase
subcommittee for education voted
$300,000 from the 1983-84 budget against it during the caucus.
unless they have been notified of a
to trim $600,000 from the Council •and another $300,000
the following --- Brown has complained that lien by-the lienholder.
on Higher Education's adseveral large newspapers have
year.
The bill, which passed 32-3, exministrative budget, according.to
Curlisaid if the proposal is pass- -misrepresented his package .and ten& Ahe- same provisions that
that
he now will go to the people to currently
it -will keep CBE from growing
apply for tobacco
spread the truth.
any larger.
warehouses and the sale of
Scheduled today was a Brown
The representative said CHE
thoroughbred horses.
grew from seven members in 1976 press conference with regional
The Senate also passed and sent
to its present 58 members with and small town newspaper to the House Monday:
average annual salaries'of $23,000. representatives, who the governor
—Senate Bill 36, which creates a
The top 10 administrative salaries hopes will report his aims more special state fund to receive
donaaccurately.
average $43,050.
tions for helping with medical
About a third of the new money
Curd said he felt these amounts
assistance, after removing a proare excessive, and hopes for coun- Brown hopes to raise would be
vision to make medical care for
allotted to elementary and seconcil staff cuts.
the elderly tax deductible, by a 31The subcommittee voted for the dary education.
1 vote.
cuts Friday. The proposal now
goes to the House Appropriations
and Revenue Committee.

House Democrats to discuss changes
in state budget at caucus Wednesday

House subcommittee votes
on higher education cuts
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LuckyStarsSavings Days — toSneak
Miss MSU contest
set for Wednesday

Sale 9??

A sneak preview of the Miss
Murray State University semifinalists can be seen Wednesday,
March 17 in the University Center
Stable.
The show begins at 7 p.m.
Each contestant will perform a
three-minute talent act during the
show. According to pageant chairman Diana Johnson, Lincoln, Ill.,
"It will give the girls a chance to
try out their presentations before
a live audience."
Miss MSU 1981, Terrie Liles,
Russellville, will host the show.
The contestants have participated in other activities to
"promote self-improvement," including attended microphone and
talent workshops, heard current
event lectures, visited another
local pageant and been videotaped
while performing and being interviewed.
Admission to the show is free.
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Banks'interest rates Johnson...
on money markets
(Continued From Page 1)
-decreases
Financial need will be considered
WASHINGTON AP — Beginning today, banks and savings and
loans may pay as much as 13.226
percent interest on six-month
money market certificates, down
from the previous 13.693 percent.
Interest on the $10,000-minimum
deposits is limited to one-quarter
point above the higher of two
figures: Monday's yield on sixmonth T-bills or the average yield
on such bills at the four most recent auctions. In this case, the
four-week average of 12.976 percent was higher than Monday's
yield.
Yields on short-term Treasury
securities fell Monday to their
lowest level in more than two
months, averaging just over 12
percent, government officials
said.
-About $4.8 billion in six-month
bills were sold at an average discount rate of 12.064 percent, down
from the 12.786 percent of last
week. The government also sold
about $4.8 billion in three-month
bills at an average rate of 12.058
percent, down from 12.45 percent.

when other student criteria are
judged to be equal.
A scholarship award may be
repeated through the senior year
upon the continuation of high
achievement and significant contributions to the theater program.
Scholarship application forms
may be obtained from any of the
following offices: Director of
Theater, Department of Speech
and Theater, School Relations or
Murray State University Foundation.

The Murray Ledger & Times
( USPS 3011-700)
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4,
Christmas Day, New Years Day and
Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspapers
Inc., 1011 N. 4th, Murray, Ky. 42171. Second
Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky. 42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served
by carriers, $3.20 per month, payable in advance. By mail in Calloway County and to
Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky., and Paris. Boatsmen and
Puryear, Tn., $24.30 per year. By mail to
other destinations $39.50 per year.
To reach all departments of the newspaper
phone 753-1916
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Pay as you go_
attitude returns
to state senate

By Sen. Greg Higdon
1st Senate District
The Current catch-phrase — at least in Frankfort
— is that there's no such thing as a free lunch. The
time-worn phrase usually comes up in relation to
state services and our shrinking budget. Because of
inflation and what some people call a recession, we
in the General Assembly have developed a "pay as
you go" attitude.
That attitude cropped up again last week as the
Senate repealed a 1976 law furnishing free textbooks to secondary (9th through 12th grades)
students.
It was a tough decision — times are hard for
almost everyone — but it is estimated the measure
could save the state about $5.8 million over the next
two years.
When I was in highschool my textbooks weren't
furnished. And I don't think it's fair to ask my
parents, who bought my books, to pay taxes to buy
my children's books. I think the General Assembly
made a mistake in 1976 when it approved the free
books. Even if things get better in a few years,I still
would not endorse this idea. We need to pay our own
way in this world whenever possible.
For those who truly can't afford it, the bill was
amended to require local school districts to provide
them with free books.
Implementation of the new policy will not be
abrupt, since the free textbooks will be phased out
over the next five to six years. Students will only
have to buy one new book next year, two the following year, and so on until all the free books are out of
date.
Senate Bill 312 is now in the House Education
Committee for consideration.
I have introduced another bill relating to our
prison system.
Senate Bill 340 would include such things as
dangerous instruments — anything that could be used as a threatening weapon — and drugs such as
marijuana in the definition of "dangerous contraband."
This goes along with my attempt to make our inherently dangerous prison system a little bit safer
— or at least under tighter control — so that the
prison employees(and inmates,too) are protected.
I hope this measure will have time to make it
through-the Senate and House, since we only have
about four weeks left in the 1982 session.
My attepted-escape bill has been reported
favorably by the House Judiciary-Criminal Committee and may be voted on by the House this week.
And Senate Bill 48 — the waste-disposal bill I
discussed frequently in previous columns — has
been approved by the House.

Thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
Thomas Merton, a Christian, believed in the Incarnation; Abraham Heschel, a Jew, believed that
God's grace came to man directly„ without the need
for any intermediary.
Despite these theological differences, both
religious thinkers and doers saw salvation as a process in which each man was involved. Both called
themselves existentialists because they felt that
what man is is more important than what he says he
believes.
The concluding thought in this series expresses a
hope common to both of these "worldly mystics":
At the center of our being is a point...of pure
truth, a point or spark which belongs entirely
to God.. .from which is inaccessible to the
fantasies of our own mind or the brutalities of
our own will. This little point of nothingness
and of absolute poverty is the pure glory of
God in us. . . .It is in everybody, and if we
could see it we would see these billions of
points of light coming together in the face and
blaze of a sun that would make all the
darkness and cruelty of life vanish completely. .. .I have no program for this seeing. It is
only given. But the gate of heaven is
everywhere.
Thomas Merton wrote this one day after a visit to
downtown Louisville. While standing on the corner
of Fourth and Walnut, he "was suddenly overwhelmed with the realization that I loved all those
_
people."
Rabbi Heschel would have smiled approvingly at
that line.

looking back
Ten years ago
Army Pvt. John R. Janes had completed and 8week cooking course at U. S. Army Training
Center, Fort Knox.
Ceremonies in Frankfort and Murray commemorated charter Day for Murray State University in celebration of signing of bill by Gov. Edwin P.
Morrow on March 8, 1922, that eventually led to
establishment of school.
Twenty years ago
Dr. Nicholas Nyarade, director of school of international studies at Bradley University and former
miniter to France, was to be featured speake at an
interclub meeting March 13 at Murray Woman's
Club House.
Thirty years ago
Sharpe beat Brewers for championship of Fourth
District High School Basketball Tournament. In
semi-finals Brewers had beat Murray High and
Sharpe beat Almo High.
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garrott's galley

by m.c. gotrott

This experience proves fraternity
membership means more than partying
located in Lexington, and that a Pi sonally would see that all this was
icy road about 10 miles north of LexMembership in a Greek social
Kappa Alpha chapter was on its cam- mailed or shipped to Murray before
ington, Va. They went off the road,
fraternity like those found at Murray
pus. Without hesitation, he called the heading for the airport with them.
a
before
—State means far more than partying, -the car shattering guard rail
fraternity house.
They made their New York flight
coming to rest on top of a highway
parading, running around a football
••
with time to spare. As Stall helped
—field or basketball floor with a flag —sign. This kept them from rolling into ---The chapter president, a per- them into the terminal with their luga deep drainage ditch.
and other such goings-on as that.
sonable young fellow by the name of gage, he went on to assure them that
The front of the car, which belongIt also ties fellows all over the
Russell Stall, answered. He listened he personally would see that the ined to Dr. Mofield, was badly damagworld together with the bonds of a
carefully as Bob identified himself as jured Dr. Mofield was brought to the
ed. The two front doors would not
special one-for-all and all-for-one
a "brother," told him how he worked same airport for his flight home
open, and the underside was badly
-brotherhood." Bob McGaughey
with the Murray State chapter and of three days later.
torn up. Later, they were to learn
knows what this means.
plight. Bob even offered to pay
their
This he did on the following Saturwas
tire
spare
the
only
that
Department
the
of
chairman
Bob is
someone for their time and travel to day, and Dr. Mofield was met at
salvageable,
Journalism and Radio-Television at
help them out.
Nashville by his wife and others
Dr. Mofield was the most seriously
Murray State. Twenty years ago, he
Stall responded by saying he had a before being driven safely home to
injured. He had been thrown against
was a pledge in the Pi Kappa Alpha
class that afternoon, but that he, per- Benton.
the dashboard. His left leg appeared
fraternity at Murray State. He is sort
•••
sonally, would hail them. Within 30
to have been fractured. Bob and Ruth
of an advisor to the chapter there toand
motel
the
at
was
Ann went on to the
he
minutes,
Ruth
and
Bob
bruises.
and
cuts
minor
had
Ann
day.
helping Bob load their luggage into conference despite their cuts and
They all considered themselves forhis car.
bruises, and they, too, returned safetunate to be alive,
On Feb. 2, he, Dr. Ray Mofield and
From there, they went to the ly to their homes at its conclusion.
State police soon had Ray and
Dr. Mofield's daughter, Ruth Ann,
hospital, picked up Ruth Ann, check"The trip turned out to be a good.
Mary Ann to a hospital, and later
were on their way by car to Glen
ed on Ray--and arranged for his one," Bob said, "even though it
took Bob to a Lexington motel along
Cve, N. Y. They were en route to the
return trip to Murray. This took started out like a disaster. Without
with the luggage they could get out of
aifnual Faculty and Industry Conabout 30 minutes.
the help of Russell Stall and the Pike
the car.
ference of the International Radio
Checking on the car, they found it chapter at Washington and Lee, it
TV Society.
had been towed to a service station would not have had, however, the
Dr. Mofield, one of West Ken- __ The next morning, a doctor consome 8 miles north of Lexington. relatively happy ending it did.
tucky's most familiar radio voices, is _ firmed Dr. Mofield's broken leg, and
"One look at it told us it wasn't going
"The experience, though, again
directed that he remain in the Lela professor in Bob's department.
to be worth much," Bob said. "We proved to me that I am proud add forington hospital for a few days before
Ruth Ann teaches radio and televinegotiated the towing charge for the tunate to be a member of such a fine
attempting a return to Murray.
sion at Freed-Hardeman College in
remainder of the damaged car and fraternity. I'm glad I'm a Pike."
At Ray's insistence, Bob and Ruth
Tennessee. He and Bob had made the
told Dr. Mofield just to write it off.
Ann, were to go on to the conference
4,200-mile round trip to the conas planned, although this presented ..,,......The highway sign was still lodged ____ A sequel to their experience.
ference by car two of the last three
underneath. Only the spare tire was however, has been the serious illness
several problems.
years.
worth saving."
of Dr. Mofield since his return home.
Their car was demolished. There
Ray doesn't like to fly, and, too, the
On Feb. 23, he suffered a heart atwould
that
office
rental
car
no
was
two of them could make the trip by
Stall then helped Bob and Ruth Ann tack, and since then had been a parent a car one-way to New York. And,
car cheaper than one could fly — a
retrieve the smaller items that were tient at the Murray-Calloway County
the nearest airport was 50 miles
big factor with the school's travel
in the trunk and back seat — left Hospital. For several days he was in
away. A taxi was out of the question.
money as tight as it is.
behind in the confusion of the night the intensive care unit, but is now in a
While faced with these frustrating
before.
private room — slowly but surely
problems, Bob remembered that
As they drove through that cold
He then assured them that he per- recovering.
Washington and Lee University was
February night, they hit a stretch of
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Today is Tuesday, March- 11. the
68th day of 1982. There are 1117 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
In 1661, Cardinal Mazarin died in
France — and Louis XIV began personal rule.
On this date:
In 1566, David Rizzo — confidential
secretary to Mary, Queen of Scots —
was murdered.
In 1846, the Treaty of Lahore ended
the first Sikh War in India, and Britain gained additional territory.
In 1980, U.S. government auditors
concluded that a worldwide computer system built to warn the president of enemy attack was prone to
break down under pressure.
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agree or not

by s.c. von curon

Chances for spetial legislative
session appearto be increasing
FRANKFORT — As the days tick
off the calendar, it is becoming increasingly apparent that chances for
a special legislative session are increasing.
As of March 9, there are only 20
legislative days left to handle the
most important legislation...the
budget.
While the House and Senate Appropriations and Revenue Committees since it was introduced January
22, action on the Federal Budget is
yet to come and this probably will
leave some probre-ms for the state.
Governor John Y. Brown Jr. gave
his State of Commonwealth message
Thursday and this is the signal for
the legislature to get busy on the
budget.
Various government departments
have had hearings before the Appropriation and Revenue joint committee and apparently things are in
shape to begin floor action on the bill
with a sharp eye on Washington.
There are bound to be several
amendments coming from A & R
(Appropriatons and Revenue committee), and these are likely to take
Some time as governmental agencies
scurry to protect themselves against
more cuts.
Funding the budget also is going to
take some time, for some tax bills

are yet to come, and the governor's
financial advisers are offering some
plans. Revenue Commissioner Ron
Geary and Bruce Lunsford of Commerce are still touting their proposal
of a business activities tax that could
eliminate the personal and corporate
income taxes, inheritance and other
taxes. It could even abolish the sales
tax,some are wishfully thinking.
Although some studies have been
made, there doesn't seem to be
enough evidence that the business activities tax would be acceptable and
do away with tire sales tax and others
for it to be considered in this regular
session of the General Assembly.
However, the idea seems to be probably one of the largest factors now
that may determine the calling of a
special session.
--Another unknown factor now is
how deep is the recession going to
become? This can have some effect
upon the decision to call a special
legislative session.
Legislators still face a mountain of
work and it is beginning to look like
they are going to have the usual log
jam at the end.
Among these bills is one introduced
Feb. 26 that provides the legislative
branch more oversight and curtails
somewhat the governor's power over
formulation of the budget as well as

expenditures or shifting of monies.
Seventy three house members put
their names on the bill as sponsors.
This indicates they at least have an
interest in increasing their independence although governor's
generally have kept power in that office.
About the possible log jam, only 81
of the 1121 bills introduced through
March 3 had passed both house. Of
this number, 17 had been enrolled
and awaiting the governor's action
and 45 had been signed into law.
However, the calendars in both
houses were full of bills awaiting action. The Senate had eight measuses
in its consent calendar which means
all could be passed by voting all as a
group if no member objects. A
member may object to any bill in the
consent calendar. This bill is pulled
off consent and must be voted on individually.
Most of the goveror's package of
bills are yet to come up for a vote.
Naturally, these bills will take
precedence over bills of individual
members and they are now beginning to scurry around to pass their
own bills, but many of them are
doomed to die in committee or on the
board as the session draws to an end.
Don't rule out a special session to
consider additional budget problems.

Ten years ago: Clifford Irving's
purported autobiography of
billionaire Howard Hughes was officially discredited as Irving, his wife
and his researcher were indicted on
criminal charges.
Five years ago: About a dozen
armed Hanafi Muslims invaded
three buildings in downtown
Washington, killing one person, and
taking more than 100 people hostage.
One year ago: Convicted murderer
Steven Judy was executed in Indiana's electric chair for the 1976
murders of a woman and her three
children. Judy had refused to appeal
his sentence.
Today's birthday: Mystery writer
Mickey Spillane is 64.
Thought for today: Think wrongly,
if you please, but in all cases think for
yourself. — Gotthold Lessing, German dramatist(1729-17811.
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Amy Carol Ross born
Mr. and Mrs. Joe H. Ross, Rt. 2, announce the
birth of a daughter, Amy Carol, weighing seven
pounds 3it ounces, measuring 21 inches, born Friday, Feb. 19, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The mother, the former Trina Swift, is on leave
from the office of Mike Keller, CPA. The father is
employed with Harold Swift Construction.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Ross,
Rt. 1, Dexter, and Mr. and Mrs. Harold Swift, Rt. 2.
Great-grandparents are Mrs. Guiseppi Fricia,
Detroit, Mr. and Mrs. Eldridge Swift, Rt. 1, Almo,
and Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Robinson, Murray. Two
great-grandmothers are Mrs. Will Williams and
Mrs. Harper Swift, Murray.

Oaks Club plans event
Casino Night will be conducted at Oaks Country
Club Saturday, March 27, at 7:30 p.m.. This will
consist of games and dancing.
For reservations call Carolyn Lane, 762-2237, until 4 p.m. or 753-8664 after 5 p.m.

DAR Chapter will meet
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of Daughters of
American Revolution will meet Saturday at 1:30
p.m. in meeting room of Radio Station WNBS with
Doris Nance as hostess. A program will be

Presence creates problem _

presented by Front Porch Swing Quartet.
Special guests will be Trisha Clark, Calloway
County High School, and Mark Hussung, Murray
High School, chosen as Good Citizens of High
Schools for DAR Chapter. Also as special guests
will be the students' mothers, Mrs. Roy Clark and
Mrs. Karl Hussung.

Free tests will be given
A free blood pressure check for senior citizens
will be Wednesday from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
Community Center. A representative of Calloway
County Health Department will be present to take
the checks, according to Annette Burnham, director for Hazel Senior Citizens.

Program given at meeting
Randa Cunningham led a devotion on "Worry" at
February meeting of Friendship Class of Westside
Baptist Church at her home. Kathryn Starks, class
teacher, conducted a game and Pat Dalton presided.
Ave Watkins reported on plans for the class to
sponsor a tent for Special Olympics and also for information regarding a coming youth revival.
Others present were Joanna Adams,Judy Smotherman, Wanda Walker and Betty Gentry. The next
meeting wll be March 29 at Dalton home with Mrs.
Watkins as cohostess.

Musical program presented at luncheon of Magazine Club
Mrs. Dean Ross
presented a special
musical program at annual luncheon of
Magazine Club. The
event was Feb. 25 in Commonwealth Room of
University Center, Murray State University.
For the final club program with Kentucky emphasis, Mrs. Ross

adapted her autoharp and
vocal selections to
ballads and folk songs
typical of early Kentucky
days.
Mrs. Ross was introduced by Mrs. George
Hart.
Prances Brown
brought devotional
thoughts expressed in the
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poem, "The Printer," La!Health Program. Mrs.
and read a prayer by A. C. La Follette encouraged members to
Helen Steiner Rice.
The tables and room give to Heart Fund.
Miss Brown, Mrs. Hart
were decorated with articles of Kentucky crafts and Hazel Tarry were in
brought by the members. charge of arrangements.
Each member gave a Present were 23
short historical members. Three guests
were Doris Nance, Ann
background of her craft.
Mrs. C. C. Lowry made Herron and Mrs. Luther
a plea for funds for Men- Nance.

DEAR ABBY: My son, you and your son have a so right when you say the
who lives in another state good relationship, and he reason so few people use
with his father and step- wants you to attend his those pretty little guest
mother, is graduating graduation, go! You have towels probably has
from high school in June. every right to be there.
something to do with the
•••
As the valedictorian of
guests' early training.
his class,he will be giving
DEAR ABBY: ("Save the guest towels
a speech. I raised this boy "Perplexed" asked why for company.") I
until he was 9, and we nobody wants to use those
Years ago, thy "new"
have always had a very pretty little guest towels husband and I went to La
good relationship. people have in their Jolla to visit his daughter
Naturally I am very pro- homes. She said, "People and her family. We were
ud of him and was looking choose to dry their hands ushered, complete with
forward to attending his on toilet paper, the bath luggage, into the master
graduation.
towel, bath mats, and bedroom. Hot on our
A few days ago I receiv- even curtains, leaving the heels was his 4-year-old
ed a letter from my ex- guest towels untouched." grandchild who said emhusband requesting that I
I solved that problem phatically, "Don't use the
stay away from our son's over 30 years ago when I towels in the bathroom —
graduation. He said, and wrote the enclosed verse, we've got company comI quote: "My wife and I framed it and hung it ing!"
•••
want to be seen as the above my guest towels.
boy's sole parents."
Mabel Craddock, VenDEAR ABBY: My
Now I don't know what tura, Calif.
question is in regard to
to do. I consider myself A GUEST TOWEL "Perplexed": I was
very much a part of my SPEAKS
never sure whether those
son's life. I see him as Please use me,GEest;
pretty little guest towels
often as I can and have Don't hesitate. I
were for decoration or
even agreed to pay for Don't turn your back
use. And if I do use one,
most of his college educa- Or vacillate,
do I return it folded to the
tion. I am deeply hurt by Don't dry your hands
my ex-husband's request -On peWcoat,
that I stay away. What do - On handkerchief,
you make of this, and Or redingote.
what should I do?
I'm here to use;
LEFT OUT —I'm made for drying.
DEAR LEFT OUT: I Just hanging here
"Bravery ceasaii--tcr
think your husband is out "Gets very tiring.
bravery at a certain point,
•••
of line to ask you to stay
and becomes mere foolharaway. If, as you state,
DEAR ABBY: You are diness." — Sir Rabindranath Tagore.

By Abigail Von Buren
original place, or leave it
on the sink so the hostess
knows it's been used?
WET HANDS
DEAR WET: Leave it
on the sink (if there's no
receptacle for used
towels) so the hostess will
know it's been used.
•••
Everybody needs
friends. For some practical tips on how to be
popular, get Abby's
Popularity booklet. Send
$1 plus a long, selfaddressed stamped (37
cents) envelope to Abby,
Popularity, P.O. Box
38923, Hollywood, Calif.
90038.
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To Late!
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SEWING NOTIONS
NO EXCEPTIONS...ALL NOTIONS Vs OFF-.PAY-FOR 1 & YOU GET 2
HOOKS & EYES
MACHINE PARTS
PRESSING HAMS
SEAM RIPPERS
BEESWAX
PIN CUSHIONS
TRACING WHEELS
TRACING PAPER
BUCKLES
SLEEVE BOARDS
TAPE MEASURES
BRAIDS
GRIPPERS
KNIT CUFFS
PINKING SHEARS
PLUS DOZENS
OF OTHERS

HERE ARE A
FEW EXAMPLES
BUTTONS
ZIPPERS
THREAD(UNIT IN
SCISSORS
NEEDLES
PINS
ELASTIC
RIBBON
BIAS TAPE
RICK RACK
SEAM BINDING
APPLIQUES
ALt TRIMMINGS
SEQUINS

SNAPS
THIMBLES
NO EXCEPTIONS!
EVERY SEWING
NOTION ITEM IN
OUR STORE INCLUDED
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STOCK UP NOW
FOR FUTURE NEEDS

JUST LIKE
GETTING EVERY
2nd ITEM

West's choice of opening
lead was to determine
whether declarer was to go
down in history as being
brave or merely foolish.
Luckily for the U.S., West
chose to lead a spade and
Eric Rodwell of West
Lafayette, Ind., became a
hero instead of a goat. The
exciting redoubled game
was played in the 1981
World Championship and all
but cinched the title for the
U.S.
North's jump cue bid
showed an undisclosed long
solid suit and invited South
to bid three no trump with a
heart stopper. East doubled
to show some strength and
South tried three no trump
since he 'did have the vital
heart stopper in addition to
other values.
East's second double was
for penalties and North's
redouble left it all up to
South. The message was,
"I've still got my solid suit
but East's bidding makes
things dangerous. Unless
you can stop more than
hearts, maybe we ought to
bail out in my long suit."
Had Rodwell chosen to be
conservative, he could have
bid four clubs in search of
North's long suit and North
would have corrected to
four diamonds. Instead,
Rodwell chose to stand his
ground and it was up to
West to lead.
Luckily for Rodwell and
the U.S., West chose a spade.
This gave the U.S. a quick
nine tricks and the redouiildd''IR*,was worth 750
points.
Had West chosen a club
instead (he knew Rodwell

G. CORN,JR.

NORTH
3-11-A
•2
If 10 8
lloAKQ10152
+642
WEST
EAST
Q 98 7
•J 5 4
IP A Q 9 6 4
•J 3 2
•6
*J 3
416 K 9 7
411hAQJ53
SOUTH
•A K 1063
K7 5
.974
+10

Vulnerable: Neither. Dealer: West. The bidding:
West
191
Pass
Pass

East
Obi.
Dbl
All

North
311,
Pass
Rdbl

South
3 NT
Pass

pass

Opening lead: Spade seven
had the heart king), the
defense could have taken
the first 10 tricks for a penalty of 2200 points — a total
swing of 2950 points riding
on a blind choice of leads.
The spade lead made
Rodwell a brave declarer,
the club lead would have
made him foolish. It's a thin
line that separates a hero
from a goat.

Bid with Cora
South holds:

3-9-B

•A K 1063

•K 75
4974
4108
North
1,
I4

South
let

ANSWER:Three hearts. An
invitational bid giving opener the option of passing or
bidding on to game.
Send bridge questions to The Aces,
P.O Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225,
with sell-addressed, stamped envelope
tor reply.
7:00,9:10
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Plant your savings where they'll have more

GROW POWER!
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This school •
our home

Federal Regulations require a substantial penalty for early
withdrawal from certificate accounts

Buy
Now!
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Campbell-Gough wedding planned

HEALTH

Mr. and Mrs, Dale
Campbell, 1609 Sycamore
Ext., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Tammie
Sue, to Michael Lee
Gough, son of Mrs. Wanda Gough, 1607 Sunset
Blvd., Murray, and Jim
Gough, Macungie, Penn.
The bride-elect is a 1981
graduate of Murray High
School. She presently is
employed at ,Byron's
Pharmacy.
The groom-elect is a
1981 graduate of Murray
High School. He presently
is attending Murray State
University and is
employed at Wal-Mart.
The vows will be exchanged Friday, May 7,
at 7 p.m. at Poplar Spring
Baptist Church. A reception will follow in church
fellowship hall.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Exercise misinformation
Lawrence E. lamb,M.D.
Is it
DEAR DR LAMB
harmful for women over 50
- to jog. do jumping jacks and
jump rope' I attend an
exercise class four or five
times a week and we do
these, plus stretching and
strength-building exercises
We do these for 40 minutes
or so
I'll
be 54 in another
month A friend told me her
doctor told her these exercises are very harmful for
women over 50. She said a
woman's bladder will fall
and she will have kidney and
bladder troubles, also trouble with the female organs
Is this true? I don't want
to give up the exercising but
I don't want to hurt myself
either
DEAR READER — The
advice your friend got is a
good example of exercise
misinformation. There are
very few exercise programs
that are entirely safe for all
people. But exercises such

as jogging and rope skipping
will not harm a woman of 50
if she is in good health to
begin with They will not
cause her female organs to
fall out or her bladder to
drop unless she already has
weakened pelvic muscles
and structures that permit
this anyway
A dropped bladder and
female organs that drop do
so because of a rupture.
They are really hernias.
They tend to drop or rupture
whenever there is increased
pressure inside the abdominal cavity A bowel movement is more apt to increase
abdominal pressure than
jogging. I am not recommending that women should
not have bowel movements
but this points out how ridiculous such comments really
are.
Obviously if a woman
does have a rectocele (ruptured rectum into the
vagina), a cystocele (bladder
rupture) or prolapsed uterus

she may need to take special
precautions or she may and
often should have a surgical
repair of these hernias. Telling her she can't exercise
isn't the answer
Other exercise misinformation is included in The
Health Letter number 15-12,
Exercise Wise, which I am
sending you. Those who
want this issue can send 75
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
it to me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB — My
husband has had cold sores
all his life. I didn't have any
until we got married and
now I get them as regularly
as he does
I understand cold sores
are caused by the herpes
simplex virus which I have
apparently caught from my
husband. Is there anything
we can do to prevent the
onset of cold sores? What do

you suggest for treatment'
Also we have two small
children and I would welcome any suggestions you
could give me about preventing them from getting
these painful sores their
father and I have suffered
with.
DEAR READER — Cold
sores have been around a
long time. They are caused
by herpes simplex and are
spread by physical contact.
Studies suggest that 30 to 90
percent of the population
td the infection by the
lita
time they are young adults.
You need to know that it is
not transmitted through the
air. Kissing usually spreads
the cold sore variety. The
virus (type 1 or 2) can be
spread by hand contact.
Your doctor may be able
to give you some local medication to help relieve pain
But the big hope is that one
of the new antiviral agents
will be able to safely eradicate the virus.
Tammie Sue Campbell
to wed Michael Lee Gough

The Miss America Pageant was originally a floral
parade.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Coming community events scheduled

Tuesday, March 9
Tuesday, March 9
Baptist Young Women Wells with program by
of Westside Baptist Frances Wells; III at 7.30
FOR WEDNESDAY,MARCH 10,1982
Church will meet at 7 p.m. at home of Glenda
What idad of day will tomor- strides. Financial prospects p.m. at home of Judy
Roos with program by
row be? To find out what the improve.
Smotherrnan.
Ann McKeel.
stars say, read the forecast AQUARIUS
Calloway County
given for your birth Sign.
(Jan.20toFeb. 18)
Murray Star Chapter
It's a poor time for financial Young Farmers Wives No. 433 Order of Eastern
--ARIES
dealings with others. Watch will meet at 7 p.m. at
at 7:30
(Mar.21 to Apr.19)-TA out for deception. Socially, Murray Vocational Star will meet
p.m. at lodge hall.
You may receive faulty ad- you're sought-after and are School.
vice about a work matter. well received.
Calloway County Band
Close ties surprise you in plea- PISCES
Murray TOPS (take off Boosters will meet at 7
sant ways. Late evening hours (Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X
pounds sensibly) Club p.m. in band room at
accent romance.
Relations with close ties are will meet all p.m. at
Calloway- County High
TAURUS
slightly strained before noon. Health Center.
School.
(Apr.20 to May 20) t-341' Inter, a new career develop--Fantasy could interfere with ment gives you something Alcoholics Anonymous
Skating party for all
your ranantic perception. positive to share with others. will meet at 8 p.m. at
Girl Scouts
New work opportunities are
Brownies,
western portion of
and
exciting. Business
YOU BORN TODAY display Livestock and Exposition and Cadettes of Murray
pleasure combine favorably. more leadership ability than
Neighborhood Girl Scout
Center.
GEMINI
Core will be from 6 to 8
the typical member of your
(May 21 toJune 20) 11
fr sign and are often found in
4
Murray Lions Club will p.m. at Roller Skating of
A domestic situation is mud- business for yourself. You are
Murray.
6:30 p.m. at
dled, but new romantic creative, but sometimes do meet at
Sizzlin
Western
possibilities are thrilling. En- not finish what you start. Selfjoy hobbies, sports and discipline will be the keystone Steakhouse.
Murray -Calloway
wholesome amusements.
of your success. Do not let a Groups of Christian County Church Softball
CANCER
need for security cause you to Women's Fellowship of League will have an
(June 21 to July 22) CO
take the wrong job. You're First Christian Church organizational meeting at
Not everything you hear will basically an individualist who
I at 7 p.m. at Westside Bapbe true, but excitement looms needs to do your own thing. will meet as follows:
tist Church, North 15th St.
Sharon
of
home
at
a.m.
10
on the home front. Family ties Music, poetry, acting, painare strong. Act on domestic ting, banking and public serideas.
vice are some of the fields in
LEO
which you'll have marked sucFor Spraying
/24
"
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
cess. Birthdate of: Michel de
Don't be careless with Montaigne, essayist; Barry
Fruit
possessions. Keep your feet on Fitzgerald, actor; and David
the ground in romance, but Rabe,playwright.
don't hesitate to show others
how you really feel.
VIRGO
{Aug. 23 to Sept.
A relative's erratic behatior
may disturb you. An impromptuvisit to the store
to good buy. You find
t
-new romance at work.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. n)
Rumors are circulating
now, so don't believe
POTTING SOIL
everything you hear. An unexKENNEBEC
PEAT MOSS
pected call pleases you.
Romance and happy times are
RED
PONTIAC
PEAT POTS
yours.
COBBLERS
JIFFY
—
7
SCORPIO
((kt. 23to Nov.21)
FLATS
Better sae the new—very
Be sure to fulfill financial
refiabie—A e D,ck 990
promises. Catch up with
plain paper copier
neglected tasks and enjoy
The 990 has all of the "most
wanted features of maprivate moments with a loved
chines costing SO% more
one at home.
—including the versattItty
to make 11" k 17" copse.
SAGITTARIUS
copy both wdes and use
(Nov.22 to Dec.21) 140
.
most any kind of paper ,ncludino overhead transYou may feel uncertain as to
parencies and labels
PRECISION
what's expected of you in a
Call us today
career situation. A new conPLANTERS
tact made now may become a
SPRAYERS
lifelong friend.

Frames Drake

=,10

Trees

Bulk

Wednesday, March 10
Make Today Count will
Clubs
Homemakers
will meet as follows: Pot- meet at 1:30 p.m. in
tertown at Holiday Inn, classroom of MurrayHarris Grove at Ellis Calloway County
Center and New Concord Hospital.
-at home of Berlene
Ladies day activities at
Lovins, all at 10 a.m.;
South Pleasant Grove at Murray Country Club will
Western Sizzlin include bridge at 9:30
a.m. and luncheon at 12
Steakhouse at 11 a.m.
noon.

Wednesday, March 10

Circles of First United

Methodist Church
will meet as
follows: Hannah with
Jewell Guthrie, Ruth
Wilson with June Whitford and Wesleyan with
Inez Jones, all at 7:30
p.m.
Women

Interagency Council
will meet at 3 p.m. at
Calloway Public Library.
Goshen United
Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m. at church.

via

CAPRICORN

(Dec.22 toJan. 19)
You may have a blind spot
regarding a question of ethics.
You'll make important career

111 NORM 7711
MAYFIELD
217-5912

Seed
Potatoes

is temporarily closed to
remodel. We will reopen as
one of Kentucky's largest
men's specialty stores — with
all new spring fashions.
See You Soon!

Oftl%

1)ok:()nh,

from 10 a.m.to 3 p.m.

Episcopal

Royal Arch Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
hall.

Memorial Baptist
Church Women will have
a week of prayer proMothers Morning Out gram with Margaret
will be at 9 a.m. at Good Taylor as leader at I p.m.

Shepherd

United

at church.

TRS-80 Model III
Desktop Business
Computer

Onion
Sets

249500

WHITE
RED
YELLOW

48K 2-Disk Model

• Just Add Our $99.95
Time Manager'

Seed
Peanuts

Program to Organize
Your Calendar and
Business Information
• Keep Track of
Appointments, Jobs,
Schedules and Costs

Hand Tools

• Uncompleted "To-Do"
Items Automatically
Transfer To the Next
Day
• Quickly Scan for Data
on Phone Calls, Clients,
Products, More

HARRELL'S FARM & HOME SUPPLY

Let this unique system help manage your schedule. Enter meetings, "to do's," expenses, and
more as they occur. Then review
daily agendas or search and retrieve records by category and/
or keyword. Add optional
programs for many other management jobs.

Radio/haek

SEE IT AT YOUR NEAREST
RADIO SHACK STORE,
COMPUTER CENTER
OR PARTICIPATING DEALER

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
Time Manager is a trademark of Image Producers Inc
PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDjAL STORES AND DEALERS
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Judy & Shore's Beauty Salon

SALE
1/3 Off

Presents The New "Spring Look Of 82"

One Group Of

Spring Sportswear
By iontzen
& Talbot Knits

"The
American
Imagett

For kids
(In

Judy Darnell as hostess.

"(4*

Fertilizer

Plants

t.

II

Senior Citizens centers
will be open as follows:
Hazel and Douglas from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis

ORGANIZE
0 YOUR TIME
0
0
0
EFFECTIVELY!

Seeds

BROCOLLI
ONION SLIPS
CALULIFLOWER
CABBAGE
RUSSEL SP OUTS

With Gwlic Er( ,id

Spei 1.11

Coldwater Baptist
Church Women will meet
at 7 p.m. at church with

#
co
0‘

Bulk & Package

Gardening

New Summer
Sportswear By
Jantzen-Swimsuits,
Shorts, Tops
& Slacks

Italian Spaghetti
Speda

Solral 10

Welcome Wagon Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
First Christian Church.

CALLO WAY COUNTY'S COMPLETE FARM SUPPLY STORE
MURRAY, KY.
HWY 94E
753-7862

CORN -AUSTIN

Blankenship Circle of
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church
will meet at 7 p.m. at
home of Barbara Rogers.

Women will have a week
to 2 p.m. Free blood
of prayer program at 9:30
pressure checks will be
•
Murray Chapter No. 92 a.m. in church chapel.
given at Hazel.

St. _ John's

Copier on
the blink?

Plant
Beds

Camp 592 of Woodmen
of World will meet at 6:30
p.m. at Triangle Inn.

Methodist Church.

North Pleasant Grove
Mothers Day Out will
Cumberland
be at 9 a.m, at First BapPresbyterian Church
Hazel and Douglas Women will meet at 7 tist Church.
Senior Citizens Centers p.m. at home of Margaret
First Baptist Church
will be open from 10 a.m. Nell Boyd.

Thursday, March 11

Garden & Plant Bed

Dormant Oil

Overeaters Anonymous
will meet at 12:30 p.m. in
classroom on third floor
of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Church Women will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at home of Inez Gibbs, 2212 Edinborough Dr.

Especially
For You
Connie Bogard-Receptionist
Judy Curd & Shere Parker
Owners & Cosmetologists
Operators: Wanda Housden,
Rosetta Burkeen, Carol Hill
and Cindy Vance
We Have
Panama Jack Too!

Print...

753-5902
Bel-Air Or. Murray

Wednesday 11 A.m.-10 P.M
T
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urray hide-and-seek ploy fails

Bollard locates weaknesses
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Murray High's Lady
Tigers tried to play hide
and seek with Ballard
Memorial Monday night.
The gamble almost paid
off, yet it left the Murrayans out in the cold for
the next round of the
Region I basketball tournament at Marshall
County.
The Lady Bombers
found the inexperienced
players MHS coach Rick
Fisher had inserted for
injured point guard
Velvet Jones and took advantage of their
weaknesses,58-57.
"The loss of Velvet
Jones was too much for
us to overcome. We had
so many young kids and
we had too many of them
to hide," Fisher said.
Jones was sidelined
throughout the tournament season after breaking her left arm in the
final game of the season
against Fulton County,
Feb. 26. The Murray
junior had been a regular
in the Lady Tiger lineup
since her eighth grade
season.

BOMBER BOTHER — Lady Tiger Lori Schanbacher (dark jersey) gives
Ballard Memorial's Debbie Kendrick something to think about while searching for an open teammate.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Finding the inexperienced soft spots in the
Lady Tiger lineup wasn't
too hard, yet Lady
Bomber coach Frank
Haneline said it took his
team the entire first half
to figure out how to exploit those weaknesses.
"We knew they were

big and we knew (Donna)
Leading by a scant 27Rousse was tough, but 25 at the midpoint,
fate was on our side Fisher's girls moved to a
tonight," Haneline said. 29-25 advantage on
"In the second half we Rousse's jumper with
went to a combination less than six seconds exdefense, sort of a 1-2-2, pired in the third period.
Two Riepe baskets tied
with one girl chasing
Rousse all the time. We the game at 29 less than a
wanted to put pressure on minute later and from
her and we wanted to then on neither team led
make the other two by more than four points.
guards shoot from outside."
Haneline's strategy
paid off as Rousse, who
tallied 13 first half points,
was limited to eight in the
last two periods. Sheri
Swift, Kim Greene and
Lori Schanbacher played
much of the second half
at the Murray guard slots
and accumulated only 10
points altogether.
Meanwhile, offensively, Lady Bomber Kim
Riepe was unstoppable
under the Lady Tiger
goal. Riepe connected on
15 of 25 from the field for
a game-high 30 points.
Fisher said the game
boiled down to his inexperienced girls trying to
stop Riepe, who had 14
first-half points.
"I told our girls at
halftime that we couldn't
just play them even. We
had to come out playing
ball, playing for keeps. In
the first half we just
managed to stay even
with them. You can't do
that in the tournament
and expect to win,"
Fisher said.

The game was tied Schanbacher turnaround
eight times in the final jumper with 1:22 left.
period and a half until
In the remaining time
Jonna Vaden put Ballard the Lady Tigers were
ahead, 50-49, with a free slapped with two travell-t
throw at 3:49 in the fourth ing calls and one dribb1-1
frame.
ing violation and the!
game slipped away.
In the next 1:49 Murray
Riepe hit a 6-foot bank
out-scored Ballard 6-2 shot
with :25 left and
and built a three-point
senior Debbie Kendrick
lead again, 57-54, on a
hit her only field goal —
an 18-foot bomb — fivd
seconds later to give:
Ballard the lead for good/
58-57.
"The pressure's off
now," sighed Fisher;
"and I can go back to be4
ing a normal persorl
again."
.
I
The Lady Tigers wrap4
ped up their campaign
with an 18-6 mark and thl
District 4 runnerup titl
behind Marshall County.
Ballard Memorial, 22-5,
continues in the tournament at MCHS, facing
Symsonia Friday in the
semifinals. Symsonia
thrashed Carlisle County
72-34 in Monday's second
game.
Tonight's Region
FAST BREAK — Donna
games pit host Marshall
Rousse leads her team in
County against Lowes at
a fast break against
6:30 followed by Hickmail
Ballard Memorial.
County and Lone Oak
Rousse topped all Lady
Tiger scorers Monday
playing at 8:15.
with 21 points.
MURRAY (117)
Staff photo by Jim Rector
Swift 0 II-1 0; Ronne 3-3 21, Thargell
-0421, M Greene 4 3-4 11, Schanbachrel_.
0.12, K.Greene4G-I0.
TotaLs — 2311-1757.
BALLARD MEMORIAL OW
Riepe IS 0-1 30; Leigh 4 2-2 10; Lampkin 3 6-0 6; Renfro,01-2 1; Kendrick 1
0.12; Vaden 3 3-3 9
Total,— X 6-9 SI
HalttS.ie—M11027,B10H$20.

CBS network announces lineup for NCAA tournatient telecastif

NEW YORK (AP) —
CBS has announced a tentative lineup of telecasts
of opening-round NCAA
basketball tournament
games, including a
tripleheader with two of

the top four seeds and a
potential rare game between Kentucky and
Louisville.
The network, in the
first year of a ;48 million
contract with the Na-

tional Collegiate Athletic The telecast,from Logan,
Association, will begin its Utah, will begin at 11:30
live tournament coverage p.m., EST.
Thursday night, with the
The next night, CBS
West Region first-round will carry another West
game between Southern first-round game,this one
California and Wyoming. between Northeast Loui-

siana and Iowa at
Pullman, Wash.
Gametime again is 11:30
p.m.
On Saturday, CBS
plans to televise all eight
NCAA tournament games

on at least a regional
basis.
Most of the country will
see a tripleheader, beginning at noon, EST, including top-seeded North
Carolina vs. the Ohio

REMOVE HARMFULTHATCH...NOIR

FREE Thatcherizer with purchase of Snapper self-propelled or riding mower.

State-James Madison
winner in the East from
Charlotte, N. C.;
Louisville vs. the
Kentucky-Middle Tennessee winner in the
Mideast from Nashville,
Tenn., at 2:15 p.m., and
fourth -seeded
Georgetown vs. the
Southern Cal-Wyoming
winner in the West from
Logan,at 4:30 p.m.
Opening-weekend
coverage concludes with
a doubleheader Sunday.

Purchase any Snapper self-propelled walk or riding mower dur- 'Your FREE Thatcherizer
rernoves harmful thatch for easy vacing Thatcherizer Bonus Days and receive a Thatcherizer for - uuming into the grass catcher*
Visit your Snapper dealer toyour mower FREE.Thatch may be choking your lawn.
day and start removing thatch NOW.

CORN-AUSTIN
is temporarily closed to
remodel. We will reopen as
one of Kentucky's largest
men's specialty stores - with
all new spring fashions.
See You Soon!

`Grass catcher optional on riding mowers.

RIDER

THATCHIERIZER
RoloN Value

$75.5-0

Most of the nation will see
third-seeded Virginia vs.
the Tennessee-Southwest
Louisiana winner from
Indianapolis at 2:15 p.m.,
followed by secondseeded DePaul vs. the
San Francisco-Boston
College winner from
Dallas at 4:30 p.m.
Jay Rosenstein, a CBS
spokesman, stressed that
the lineup of telecasts
could be changed, depending upon the outcome of
first-round games.
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For all your Travel Reservations Call
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I Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880
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E IR CITIZEN W EK
SELF-PROPELLED
WALK MOWER

Offer Ex iris Sat Mar. 13, 1%2

THATCHERIZER
Retail Value

$50.00

THATCHERIZER BONUS DAYS END SOON
OFFER GOOD AT PARTICIPATING DEALERS ONLY

aA1
'YAPPER,
We Specialize In Service
After The Sale

Present our Senior
Citizens Card & Receive
A roe Wash With Fill-U

•
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WKU accepts Sun Belt bid
BOWLING GREEN,Ky.( AP) — After 34 years of
membership, Western Kentucky University is leavIng the Ohio Valley Conference to join the Sun Belt
Conference.
WKU regents voted unanimottsly on Monday to
make the switch, acting on a recommendation from
Western President Dr. Donald Zacharias, who said
the decision should in no way be interpreted as
dissatisfaction with either the OVC or its fine commissioner."Western will become the seventh member of the
Sun Belt on May 31,following its official withdrawal
from the OVC during its annual meeting at
Nashville May 26-27.
-The membership of the Ohio Valley Conference
bids farewell to charter member Western Kentucky
University and wishes them well in its affiliation
with the Sun Belt Conference," the OVC office said
Monday in a statement.
Dr. Arliss Johnson, president of Tennessee Tech
and the OVC, said, "Western Kentucky has been a
strong link in the chain of OVC sports accomplishments over the last three decades. They
will be missed. Yet, the competitive prospects in
men's and women's sports have never been
stronger and the membership will continue to emphasize a broad-based approach to both men's and
women's intercollegiate athletics."
Zacharias noted that travel expenses would be
greater in the basketball-oriented Sun Belt Conference but he said that in the long run, the move
would be a cost-saver because of the revenue and
potential revenue generated through the league's
television package.
He said the Sun Belt has its own production company and pointed out that all the member schools
are located in large media markets.
"The potential for revenue in those areas (the
other conference cities) is much greater than what
we could expect if we remained a member of the
OVC,"Zacharias explained.

Other schools in the Sun Belt are AlabamaBirmingham, South Alabama, South Florida,
Jacksonville, UNC-Charlotte, and Virginia Commonwealth.
Western's departure will leave the OVC with
Eastern Kentucky University, Morehead State,
Murray State, Austin Peay, Middle Tennessee, Tennessee Tech, Akron and Youngstown.
Zacharias said that Western will have to come up
with a $50,000 initiation fee for the Sun Belt but indicated that the money would be paid over a two to
three-year period and would not pose any
budgetary problem.
Former Western Kentucky regent chairman J.
David Cole called it "a very significant day in the
history of Western Kentucky."
"In my opinion, Western and the Sun pelt Conference are two institutions at the right place at the
right time," he said.
Regent Chairman Joe Bill Campbell said he had a
"lot of fond memories of Western in the OVC and I
have nothing but best wishes for the continued success of the conference."
Campbell said the only reason we are able to
consider a move like this is because of the tremendous support Western and its athletic programs
have received from the community over the
years."
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LOUISVILLE, ky.
(AP)— The University of
Kentucky has turned
down a deal offered by
Western Kentucky
University that would
have traded 1,000 NCAA

Western Kentucky had
But Western knew a
received 1,000 tickets to good thing when it saw it.
the NCAA Mideast The regional provides a
Region tournament at potential dream matchup
Nashville, Tenn., in an- between Louisville and
ticipation of winning a Kentucky, the state's two
berth in that elimination. major basketball proBut Western failed to grams, and tickets are
Mideast Region basket- earn a bid, and the tickets hard to find.
ball tickets for future were useless to the
Western had offered its
playing dates.
school.
1,000 tickets to Kentucky
in exchange for $20,000
and UK's acceptance of
bids to play in Western's
holiday tournament between 1983 and 1985.
Kentucky, however,
turned down the offer.
Western then turned to
Mosiarliellmaal Gaines
50th Regime
Louisville, which agreed
Obis
Knott Central 64, Jenkins 5$
Dike Combs 46, Powell Co(SOT
•Region
to the price and to a berth
Ballard Mallarial SI,Murray $7
1545 5.0..
in the 1984 Western tourSymsonia 22, Carlisle Co. 34
Betsy Layne 56, Virgie 41
tad Raglan
Belfry 66, Johnson Central $2
nament.
South Hopkins 70, Trigg Co. 41
let6 Regime
Western Kentucky
Todd Central 43, Providence 10
Russell 55, Menifee Co. 24
Boyd Co. 57, East Outer 53
3rd Raglee
Athletic Director John
Breckinridge
Co. 52, Bremen 12
Owensboro Apello$9,Fordaville 48
IthR.Ø..
Scott Co 5$, B until Central 27
Shelby Co. 65, Trimble Co. 24
Mk Wier
Boone Co.92, Providence al
Campbell Co. 45, Cow. Holy Cross 42
INS R.Ø.
Pendleton Co. 57, Paris 5401
Clark Co. 70, Fleming Co. SO
12ta Region
Wayne Co. 49, Danville 46
Laurel Co. U,Casey Co. 52

•
•

If No.15 Kentucky
defeats Ohio Valley Conference representative
Middle Tennessee on
Thursday, the Wildcats
will play Louisville on
Saturday. It would be a
rematch that has been 23
years in the making.

Oldham denied that such
trading was illegal or
unethical, saying schools
swap tournament tickets
"all the time."

Olsen said three fans
already had offered to
swap two tickets to the
NCAA Finals in New
Orleans for two tickets to
the games in Nashville.
— "The NCAA regulations say we get 250
tickets," he said. "I told
(ticket manager) Don

PAINFUL DEPARTURE — Senior Kim Tharpe
(34) played her final game as a Lady Tiger Monday.
She pumped in 15 points and snatched 13 rebounds
in her last effort, a 58-57 loss to Ballard Memorial.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

04, reserve the right to knit quentruse

"Here's #2 of my 17 reasons
xvilv H&R Block
should prepare
your taxes."

From Your Bagley Pbarmacials

Now IS trawler your
presalpdea

Central Shopping Center Hwy. 641 N.
Murray 753-4025 Mon.-Sat. 9-9 Sun. 12-6

S.

We MP/ to transfer year INIMItiOtion to Hmr/kres
You slimly bring your prescrigaion bottle to Begisy's oc
phone in your prescription number and your Begley
Pharmacia will do the neameery telephoning to your
doctor
Ws have low everydrr prescription prices And we
invite you to price your prescription before we fla it.

Think Begley's for
114111114 Aids
Velamints

Revlon
Mascaras

Puffs Tissues

SupwrAch, Supw-tustroun
Soft Lain, br Foaming,
Li geodes

4 $41 00
for 11
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Diller or Dollar
Bowling League
March 5, lIt2

Pat Hesselrode
Nancy Todd
Peggy Shoemaker
High Ind. Series(2C)
Peggy Shoemaker
Pat Hesselrode
Nancy Todd
High Averages
Pat Hesselrode
Lois Smith
Nancy Todd
Sue Las
Jean Phillips
Peggy Shoemaker
Mary Rood
Hilda Bennett
=
Becky Haws
Peggy Bobber

Belcher to ask for
10,000."
The schools have
played 11 times, but just
twice since 1922. Their
last meeting was March
13, 1959, when the Cardinals ousted Kentucky's
defending NCAA champions 76-61 in the Mideast
Regional.
There have been two
close calls since then.
Louisville's 75-74 overtime loss to UCLA in the
NCAA semifinal at San
Diego averted a CardinalWildcat matchup for the
national championship in
1975. Kentucky, which
had beaten Syracuse in
the other semifinal, bowed to UCLA 92-85 in the title game.
One year later, Providence dumped
Louisville 7347 in a
quarterfinal of the NIT,
then lost to Kentucky 7978 in the semifinals.
Kentucky has rejected
Louisville's repeated requests for a regularseason game.
"I can't tell you the last
time I wrote (suggesting
a game), but it's been in
the last year," Olsen
said.
What's been the reply
from Kentucky Coach Joe
B. Hall?
"It's always the same.
Joe just says that it's the
school's policy not to play
other schools from within
the state," Olsen said.

Prices good deb Morph Itith

Bowling

aus us.amisstam
•
•

•

SCOREBOARD

Teem
East Y Grocery
63
Lady Strikes
$4
The Honey Tree
41
Paradise Kennels
44
The Lucky Three
31
,
r
Carpenter's Cleanup
.
...31
High Taunt Game(SC)
East Y Grocery
Lucky Strikes
The Honey Tree
HO Teem Game(EC)
Imekykalkas
Tie Hearty Tree
East Y Grocery
High Team Salim(SC)
East Y Grocery
Lacky Strikes
The Lucky Three
High Team Sanaa(IC)
Lucky Strikes
East Y Grocery
The tacky Three
High lad. Gala,(SC)
Peggy Shoemaker
Pat Hesselrode
Pat Hesselrode
High Isd. GRIM(NC)
Peggy Shoemaker
June CarLson
Nancy Todd

to
as
• st
ith

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(API— Bill Olsen is
already feeling the
pressure associated with
The Game, but it has
nothing to do with action
on the court.
In the next three days,
said Olsen,the University
of Louisville athletic
director, "I'll have more
friends than I ever had in
Saturmy life. Then, by•
day, I'll have more people hating me than you
can imagine."
That's because Olsen
has no more tickets for
the NCAA Mideast
Regional at Nashville,
Tenn., where Louisville
could tangle with Kentucky in a basketball
game that some fans and
a handful of state
legislators have been
demanding for years.

Wildcats refuse Western ticket deal

High school basketball

IS 25

Tickets unavailable
for possible game
between UK, U of L

Hot Cocoa
Mix

REASON #2: Free brochure
about the new tax laws.
33
42
441
50
57
51

sel H&R BLOCK

631
Oil
ON

THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE

17 reasons. One smart decision.

1365
1287
1254
107
1734
1704

903 Arcadia Street
Open 9 A.M.-6 P.M. Weekdays, 9-5 Set. Phone 753-926
APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE

New!
Old Spice
Solid
Ano-Persprint
Deodorant
*WM,0 Unwanted
2 oz.

Think Besley's for

Savings
coke 2 $100
Alois 6..
800

34.1
225
311
571
SN
Set

175
171
157
145
145
143
143
141
139
138

Racer sendoff
Murray State's basketball squad will be leaving
'lacer Arena at 9:15 a.m.
Wednesday morning on
their trip to play NevadaLas Vegas in the NIT.
A brief Racer sendoff is
scheduled for interested
fans at that time.

Women's
tennis
Murray State's Lady
Racers split a pair of
matches Monday. The
MSU women defeated
Mississippi University
for Women,8-1, but fell to
Mississippi State,,7-2.

50'

We Care About Your
4p,:4
:
.
wit4h Good Health
Save Money
,
X
Constr.:
Begley Products COMIRE
Nighttime
Nighttime
Chap Stick

Maximum Strength

202
191
193

640
632
ON

Al Siam la Typos

\

If the recent tax law changes have you confused, we can
help H&R Block is offering a free brochure or the Economic
Recovery Tax Act of 1981 We'll show how yoJ can benefit
from the new tax changes

486
471
05

regular pica
With Mis coupon
melee 3-11102

Adrusack
Shampoo Et Conditioners -

Berfilkres

•wit'

394

Paring Knives

& Minerals
OD Tabling

mew tor okre b wire.

II

sus
=
t
Rlease
ce,,
$449
Milithritansios
Ill IC ill

•II 111\11 SSIIS.S
.4%11,
1 II SI •
"I

Good Thru
March 27, 19829..

Petroleum Jelly
A soolf+ry dressing for bruise.
mina 0"tariburna II chafing
Hates Meant,drapes Path

Kan

Mittel
fur
Copts
With

BaitieY'
White

Vaporizer

CrED

•ca.

Petroleum Jelly
2Gam.34 how aissninon, $
9
99
1000146188 alr 11,
tfteolionsi spout

Texas Instruments

efferdent
4tik

79'

Homo Preprwmv
TOW 101
2 =name tem ho
eounischodied accuracy Teat
egylls be 1 beer

Calculator
.•••••

Lyheivagle deluxe orcoat
Portable calculate;

Our

SUMMER SPECIAL 1

20

20c OFF

uTT

95
95

C

BOONE'S CLEANERS I
"The Cleaner Interested In Yee"
605 fAirja

$1119

CIRS=U $999
Lounge

bipolar price
15' Sq. Ft.

CARPET or RUG
)
I
CLEANING
(Wall to Wall, or In Our Modern Plant)
* FREE ESTIMATES *
Phone 753-2553

Wrv
4/

Mummer,construction
Trii
ANY THIN
] chodro.
5111M
E
w
Hard Cover

Books
Assorted Worse io
choose horn

99'

nonco

CleanAire
The peel. effective int volution morphsn
contmosers cleans and recirsugtee the es
removing altenerne odor* ercl harmful
ppeuterne

Lysol
1-7r.

Basin Tub Tile
Cleaner
Detnfectent
Deodorise* Is Ciao.
17 or

19
95

Get extra prints from your favorite negative
at this amazing low price. From your cokselb
negative only-Size 126-110136
Oen

Asia 30. 00

--'01012X7-77--

DPY AVAILABLE
•

.A0
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Save 4 1 0
Wooden Ro11144.--Bread Box

Save 2 04
sheTifowel Holder
Wooden
With

/," *ideal tor
•12' x18' x11,
keeping bread fresh
•No WM2035 *Reg 19 97

4"x1 5"x6 •Handies all
/
•91
size paper towel rolls
•No WM2015 •Reg 10 88

19.87

Save 5.01
20 Piece Ironstone Dinnerware
*Choose from Country Charm, Susse(,1
Coventry'No 1 74U1 71L 'Red 24 38

1.97
2.27
•

2.3

Save 5.10
Masterbilt 7 Piece Polished
SilverStone Cookware Set
•Polished exteriors, SilverStone interiors
•Aluminum •1 & 2 Qt. covered sauce pans, 5 qt

2 Pint
/
11
Reg 2 87
1 Quart
Reg 2 97
2 Quart
/
11

*we 8 DI
Blue &Pk

Reg. 327

Save Up to 31%
Decorated Storage
Jars
dutch oven & 10

inch try pan *No.8-1577-53'Beg. 29.96

*Blue & hi
*Ceramic br
if... Shade•

•Wheat or strawberry design
•Wire

'Beg 133k
111Willawmamo

bail top

Save 3.28
Stainless Flatware
by National Sliver

Everyday Low Price
Royal Creations Furniture

tsue lip
r soc

•20 Piece set 'Includes.

•Reg 69E
Crafts d-115

4 teaspoons, 4 dinnc
knives, 4 dinner forks,
4 soup spoons & 4 salad
forks'Lady Claire, Caress
Costellano or Broadmoore

•Rugged solid core construction •Rustic Malibu finish
•Choose from: A. Bookcase-No. 123, B. Library wall
unit-No. 128, C. Library wall unit with sliding doorsNo 126, D. Entertainment center-No. 129, or
E. Swinging door desk-No. 127

•

Oz. Rani

1114" Ovine/

5:91

•Reg 13 24

OR0108 MEN
111 Ot. Conn

9.96
Your Choice

7.9l

Save Up To 1.68
Tablecloths
•65%

Polyester 35% cotton
•Solid color •Bone, brown,
it blue or rose
•Machine wash. perma
press. soil release

52"x70"
Reg 7.44

•

Save 4.00
Libbey 24 Piece
Bolero Beverage Set
'Set includes 8-12 oz
beverage 8-16 oz cooler
and 8-6 oz juice glasses
*Gold or blue •Nos 82486K,
82486D *Beg 14 94

Olt

1.26

Kitchen
Towel
Reg 1 66

86g
1.56'4

Save Up To 25%
Spice Jar Kitchen Ensemble

•Multi-color print 'Decorative yet functil

Save 1.44 A Pair
Eyelet and
Lace Pillows

4/

•Cotton eyelet with
ruffles and knit lace
•Square & round •14
Inch •No. 721-718-611619 *Reg. 4.94 each

•••

Bath Towel
Reg 5 66

Save Up To 18%
Double Feature Bath
Ensemble by St. Mary's
•Cotton polyester blend 'Reversible with one
color one on side and coordinating color on the
other •It's like having 2 towels in one

7.96

48"x63"
Reg 9 96

1111184"
Rog
72"
Rog 19 57

9.34
15.67
23.33

Save Up To 3 90
Self Lined Drapes
.f,4% cov,r1/32% polyester/4% other 'Brown or rust
•Machine wash 'Permanent press 'Tripoli

1111"•114"
Reg 26 67

58"x133"
Or
58"x81"

FOR 9

Save Up To 3.92
Panels
•100% Polyester .Lotted
geometric design .White,
egg-,tiell, blue or yellow
•Machine washable •Perma
press.No 5682
5 66-6 46

$3

Save Up To 24%
Knit Panels
•100% DACRON* Polyester
*Decorator styled leno stripe
•Brown while or beige
•Deluxe bottom hem *Machine
wash •No iron •Linda

641 N.759-9995
. fo•

..cs • J. •

'.* e• • '
,et

• LOSS • Woo

11118,1

t es.. • 4. • holdrt SRI

Style No. 3647
050% Fortel & Poly
*50% Cotton

60"x36"
Reg. 5.96

60"x45"
Reg. 7.96

Ruffled Valance A

4,77
, 6.36

Reg. 4.443.74

WAL:MART
Less •

-FY
Save Up To 5.86
Sheraton Sheet Sets by Taster

•65% Polyester 35% cotton 'Floral print on Of a
sE
'Machine washable •Permanenk
& one titled sheet with one standard pillowca,e
include one flat & one fitted sheet with two

press'Twin

*King set includes one flal & one titled sheet WM

WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MIERCPIANOISE RO4.1ET - is ots ttlent•onlo he ovary mttembsio oiler', IA IlliOCk
10 any unloutuato1170.0.001, tot witeete5m.11tIoeth ot not wend*, tor pacAsse WEI Mal will .saus• Ran Ch0CIL 00 rlIMP•01 101 te.
m110•11•1•12•505w mac-1mM.1•1 Ulu sale pece wtbeninne awned* or will *MI you %intim Mom al•comm.:0,7609Tbm at pig 1.
W•701111110 the tyllt to innelperstrhes

'

's
e

•

Twin illet
Req 1,6 46

40"x83" or
40"x81"

•Reg 3 66-3 96

'Beg

$1

*a

• •
BEST

COP'
AWOL

I III 'Ill Ill(

1f , 1

4
1,

• fiVin IV1

. Is% . I f 111.1 If

;`.••

II

•

I IlI. IUe%419%. 'Starch 9. 1982
Soli% fur Ler.% • Woo Mire Salts for hies•%Nal Mart Solis for Lies • Wel Mart Sis8s for Loss•Wal•Illigarf Se's

for 1.0.••Wal

dr

Seils for less•W.41 *ow, saes for Lys.. I 1A,41

r S.- is

m
wa art
TV
AL

11,1•411re

•larm, tusmic-Dogwood
IL •Reg. 2418

73.

Super Value
Amaretta Linen

Save 24%
Magic Stitch

•50% Polyester/50% rayon •45 Inches wide
•Linen weave 'Pant and shirt weight
•Spring colors 'Machine wash and dry

•15 Yd. x 3/4" Fusible
bonding net for clothes
and crafts
•White only
•Fuse hems, facings,
trims and appliques all
without sewing
•No. 7516 *Reg. 97C

2.97yd
Save 1 5%
Sin hue Prints

1C13
Save 3 36
Blue,&ASS Oil Lamp

'Slue & NW Swiss pattern
*Ceramk base.8 crystal
Shade • o. 228MT
•Reg 13 38
mommilommum"

Savellisfro 3.40
r Otrenct White
tollectiOn by Corning—
•Reg.6960 1 36
Oaksors5 CIL Cris

•50% Rayon/50% polyester
•45 Inches wide
'Prints - coordinates with amaretta linen
'Machine wash and dry
'Reg. 2.57

2.17,d
Save 20%
Sweetheart Flocks
•50% Polyester/50% arvil, exclusive of
ornamentation •44/45 Inches
wide 'Spring color'
'Reg. 2.44 yd.

Set,

IS OL Nana Casserole Of
AA" Oak WPM.Pan

5.98
Clerk* ot. 2 Vt Owen Roaster or
116 Ct. Cowed Casserole

746

Forvi

1.94.d
Super Value
White Eyelet

Save 44%
Wal-Mart Thread

•65% Polyester/35% cotton,exclusive of
ornamentation •45 Inches wide 'Machine
wash and dry

3.47

Super Value
Dotted
.50%
Swiss
polyester/50%
exc)Lisive
Of
*45

Yd.

Super Value
Colored Eyelet

•100% Polyester •200
Yard spool *Assorted
colors plus black and
white 'Reg. 18c each
rayon,

Inches wide
offlarflenfallOn
*Assorted
-spring
colors

•65% Polyester/35% coltokeiairsWiii-of
ornamentation •45 Inches wide 'Pastel colors
'Machine wash and dry

3.67.
Save 1 5%
Sheer N' Lovely Prints

Dish Cloth Or

86' ,P,11,;,°7
1.jggapeietoiti

56

NIA.Reg 1 96

al-Mart

•65% Kodel® Polyester/35% cotton
•45 Inches wide 'Pretty prints on lightweight batiste
'Machine wash and dry •Perma press 'Reg. 2.17 yd.

78°

rTV 1.84d.
• Eastman Chern.cat

nsernble
alive

yet functional

SPECIAL

SPORTS INDUSTRIES

Save 19%
Dual Duty Plus
Dressmaker
Thread

*Cotton covered polyester
•475 Yard spool
•White only
•No. 230 *Re

INC

Rick Davis
Tournament Ball
'Choose from size 5o' s,ze 4
•Molded rubber rover
•No.6075
•Iteg. 16.66

9.97
r

Save 1.80
Championship
Soccer Ball
•Your choice sizes 5 or 4
'Laminated syntex vinyl
cover 'Waterproof seams
"No. 1734 &1 726
*Reg. 11 77

$19
fc'ke' $26
t Er*; $31

p

Twin Set
Rtto

Full Set
Reg 22 46
Outman Set
Reg 29 48
King Set
Peo 36 86

TA.STEMAKERS

ts by Isstemascars

Floral pritil on ore background
enk presa'Twin set includes one flat

Save 4.00
Franklin Olympian Soccer Goal

17.138

1 4" diameter painted steel frame
•Deluxe 1 /
•72" Wide x 36" high, 36" deep
•Deluxe weather resistant nylon net
•No. 1746 *Reg. 21 88

landard pillowca,e 'Full & Queen sets
;heel with two sl,rldatid pillowcases
ine fitted sheet wnh two King cases

15100, noosovro
ock on 111000 tor I.
rode rector Sinn

1.73

7" Stemware
No. 1732
Rog 2 17

Save 20%
Soccer Shinguards
'Your choice of 7 or 8"
shinguards 'Linear polyethylene
with "shock-sorb" padding
'No 1 756 has velcro strap
8" Shinguard
No.1758 Rog 374

2.96

1766

BUY NOW & save!
Atal Mart

Sells f

9 vvat Mart sells

MasterCard

he y•Wal m art sells

fo r

...•-••••••••••eseefersteesisee
.,,
.,1113111.8801r".7

Less * wet mart galls for Less •
Wal Mari Cells for Less•Wal Mart Sells f )r

es

•

_

COPY AVAILABLE
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"FAMILY SUNFEST"

1104

00'4
r
ItS

NOTHING TO BUY
ADULTS ONLY

Two to ORLANDO
Vacations forRAM
ADA
INCLUDES: 4 DAYS-3 N HIS AT
est
INN DISNEY WORLD (T
OICE
D
Ramada)•R
CAR•TWO
OF LIMOU
ISNEY WORLD•
DAYS EN
ATTRACTIONS INSIDE.
16 PASSES

The Home of

DISNEY
WORLD

s Gardens•Stars Hall of Fame, etc.
12 OTHER TOURS AVAILABLE (One FREE Tour) Kennedy Space Center•Cypres

•-••••••"'"""`-

Three FREE Vacar, For,- 2 (Week-nip
at the Ramada Inn East, uritbourne Lane, Louiiville, Ky.

A
"
"
INN

ay
Includes: Candlelight dinner for two in the IDrand new "Cristy's".•
brunch for two • Use of all the Florida forum facilities surrounded by the
lavish tropical landscaping,(including diving pool,kiddie pool,therapy pool,
sauna room,game room)• All taxes and gratuities • Friday evening -thru
checkout time Sunday *-Children under 18 free (when sharing room with
parents).

Certificates
$500 in "Sunshine" Merchants
MERCHANTS
TO BE SPENT WITH PARTICIPATING

$200 "Tropical" Savings Certificates
At

Peoples Bank

Bonk of Murray
OFFICIAL '1APAILY SUNFIEST" IttiLES
YOU ARE ENCOUIAGED TO VISIT, as often as
you wish, the areas participating business's displaying the FAMILY SUINFEST banner. Clearly
print your naive, address cod plsorse number on
the "YOUR CHANCE" provided by each participating business and this Newspaper
2 NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. You must be on
per
adult Entries GIS limited to one per adult
visit Employees of this Newspaper OM 1001
eligible to play.
3 ENTER OFTEN. There will be one or more win•
rvers each week The odds of winning depend
on the number of entries Since this program
is strictly local in nature, the odds 01111 1110t•
favorable than a comparable Statewide or Nationwide program
4. EACH ENTRY must be on the "YOUR CHANCEINGISTRATOON as provided, and must be legibly
written or hand printed Machine duplication
or mechanically reproduced entre, will be de
tiered void
5 TIMM WU N RANDOM DRAWINGS EACH
WEB( Of THIS PROGRAM
(A) Each week SUNSHINE MERCHANTS CHNEGATES will be given away (Total of
8500 00 for this Provo", 1 All winners
must redeem this reitilicate no later than
7 days ohm the official end of this Pro
gram
I

Clip and deposit
at any of the
participating
businesses.

BE A WINNER!
Reqi%ter at the businesses shown on the following pages

7
I

• All WINNERS WILL 1111 LISTED IN THIS NEWSPAPER EACH WEEK
NO
• ALL WINNERS MUST CLAIM THEW PRIZES WON ST APPEARING AT THE OFFICE OF THIS
ALL MILES ARE POE
LATER THAN 4 DAYS AFTER THE PUSUCATION OF THEIR RESPECTIVE NAMES
WINNERS ONLY THEY ARE NOT TRANscriAikil
• WINNERS MUST CLAIM AND UTILIZE THEM intim WITHIN THE TIME SPECIFIED

YOU'LL FIND EXCEPTIONAL VALUES,
AND YOU MAY BE ONE OF THE MANY WINNERS!

pages us mony
• Itr•gistor ut the participating businesses shown on thr• following
or
•% cis you like No purchase reef essury to win You must he 18 yews of nip.
I
4•11 •/ is, win

6

(111) IN ADDITION, FLORIDA VACATION WIN•
NESS will be selected from drawings dieing last week of the program, (All winners most use these vacations within 3
months after the end of the Program.)
(C) THREE V ACA T IONS FOR TWO (2): to
Ramada Inn East, Hurstbourne Lane,
Louisville, Ky.
Includes• Candlelight dinner for two in
the brand new "Christy's." Sunday brunch
for two Use of all of the Florida forum
facilities surrounded by the lavish tropical
landscaping, (including diving pool, kid
die pool, therapy pool, SO11%100 room, game
room.) All taxes and gratuities Friday
evening dui, checkout time Sunday Children under ii free (when shoring room
with parents) These prises will be given
away at intervals during program
(DI IN ADDITION, THE WINNERS OF THE
SAVING ACCOUNTS will be selected from
drawings the 5th and 10011 weeks
NO SAMSTITUTION cc PRIZES ALLOWED On
claimed prises will not be aworded All entries
become the property of this Newspaper and
non• will be returned
Some Travel Dows and Vrmotrons to Disney
World Not Available
Some Dotes on Week end Vnrnt,ons Not Avntl
able

wiwsysrse

•

is will be published every week
ms
• WINNERS ARE NOT NOTIFIED W
every week
in the store's quiver Ils1.11110•11111 111.114 11.• 11.1, woll You /trust tend the ods
and address well
to find out if you hove wort 11 you aie ri winner your 1101111.
111 t,,t,l you Isrove four Any. to notify the newspaper
111 001 1111V1•111.0•1111•
1111111
110

_a

BEST
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DIET
CENTER
133 Ways

I LOST 120 POUNDS!
AND LEARNED HOW
TO KEEP IT OFF AT
DIET CENTER!

To Save Money...
Coupon Sale
Now In Progress
Don't Delay
Get your hair cut
style
Families all over America are getting their hair cut at
Fantastic Sams. We give a high fashion cut,shampoo
and style for a single price that won't curl your hair.
In a clean,fun,friendly atmosphere. And we do everything with flair, featuring Helene Curtis MO products.
From colonng to cuts, high styling to perms. And you
never need an appointment.
So bring your whole family to the original family haircutters. It shows you're really using your head when it
comes to cutting your family's hair.

Our Trust
Department can
help
you with estate
planning!

FREE CoasttoCoast
Coops' Creed Are March 13*, 1182

OYL/AP1C PLAZA,
MURRAY, 753-0542

1

duAridt
YOU CAN DO I TOO!
teach

Per Customer

-at

Lose 17 to 25 pounds in just 6 weeks! And well
you how to keep it off, for good!

753-8604

2619 H.C. MATHIS DRIVE,
PADUCAH, 442-43U
II/I, t

ky1

GOOD FOR A

Stainless Steel Paring Knife!

•

753-0020
"The
Village"
641 N.
Murray, Ky.

CoasttoCoast
It

0,-S.1111.•

The original family haireutters.,.

BANK OF MURRAY
THE FRIENDLY BANK

MURRAY,KENTUCKY
MEMBER

FDIC

Large Assortment Of
Genuine 24 Kt. Gold Dipped

Leaf Pendants
& Earrings
$295

36 Different Styles

'..adies 7 Diamond Clusters
14 Ct. Reg. C250 S 125

Home Owned By

Ron and Joyce Sallin

*Great Food
*Warm Atmosphere
*Daily Specials' * ---L
*Free Banquet Facilities
*Friendly People
*Great Prices

12 Ct. Reg. 54 LI 248

7

I Ct. Reg. SIM 548750
Ladies

2 Ct. \olitare Ring

Reg. 512,500 Sole Price

'5495

All Wedding Bands
8 Wedding Sets

11 2 Price
14 Kt, Gold Chains
18' S 1 69 5

All Other 14 Kt. Gold
Chains, Diamonds
1 / 2 Price
& Stone Rings

Winner
$50 Sunshine Certificates
Fred Furchis
200 Woodlown
Murray, Ky.753-5546

753-0440
Bel Air Center
Murray, Ky.

• o 8 ivernc.
Wholesale Jewelers
Plaza 75.1-7113

tg Southern States-

Counted Cross
-Stitch Classes
*Beginning
Macrame
Classes
*Needlework
Frames
Stop By Or
Call Today
753-0859

Precision
Garden Seeder
RESTAURANT

$4450

Full American Lunch
Menu & Weekday
Chinese Special

Reg. sug. pr.
$54.50

$2.95
Tuesday
Soup and Egg Roll, Pork Chop
Suoy, Almond Chicken, Steam
Rice and Hot Teo.

lasses' 'Classes'•C asses

Monday
Soup and Egg Roll, Sweet and
Sour Pori, Fried Chicken
Wings, Steam Rice and Hot
Teo.

No. 1001-B
Werlaeoriay
Soup end Egg Roil, Perk
Chop Suoy, Almond
Chicken, Sleeve Rico and
Not Tee.

Soup ond Egg NW, Nal Cle•
Say, Cunny Chicken, Steam
Rice and Hot Too

Thursday
Soup and Egg Roll, Beef Chow
Mein, Chicken Chop Sixty,
Steam Rice and Hot Tea

Low Calorie
Two Egg Rolls, Tossed Solad,
Vegetables, Hot Too

7 DAYS A WEEK
BREAKFAST 6 AM. 11 AM
LUNCH 11 AM - 2 PM
DINNER 4 PM- 10 PM

753-4488
(LOCATED IN THE HOLIDAY INN)
HIGHWAY 641 SOUTH MURRAY

*Peat Moss
*Top Soil *Potting Soil

Vegetable Seed
(Bulk or Package)

Call 753-0182
For Bulk Fertilizer

753-1423
Industrial Rd.

Murray, Ky

asses' •Classes• 0C asses

•Classes• •Classes• •Classes•

,
..
f •
e4Purdramorn--ma

•
•.0%0

16AolarAtediziA,

•

411F
‘11 4

THAT'S IT

•
•
•

See
Our
New

••
•
••
••

••

Witt

Ravberry
ARTS & CRAFTS THAT ARE
HAND PIC'D FOR YOU

Di Orland Shopping
Center
7534859

• •

For
Spring
•
IIIIA,411Pale.
,
41.411.40
,
411010.4111

- .

'Classes* *Classes* •Classes•

Air 40•410"40,411.401,401,../
,
./...00
,
4.0.4%

./Irdp
,
.0•41

opr

.•
•

•
•
'
-

•

•

•
•••4
'

•

r
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OBITUARIES

When Quality Counts...

Harrison's
rites today
Services for Burie A.
Harrison were today at 3
p.m. in the chapel of
Roberts Funeral Home,
Mayfield. James
Shockley, Alfred Colley,
Jr., and Lloyd Canter officiated.
Burial was in Antioch
Church of Christ
Cemetery near Browns
Grove.
Mr. Harrison, 88, a
retired farmer, Rt. 2,
Mayfield, died Sunday at
6:5 p.m. at Community
Hospital, Mayfield. He
was a member of Antioch
Church of Christ.
"In

CASE, the best choice for your place
Eligible
Models
BO

svc-d°

Discounts
Eligible
. Models
$ 73

Discounts

222t4

1011XC

$ 75

224

10100

$100

444

$200

210

$100

446

$200

220

$150

446

6200

22004

$150

S4S L/T

6300

$150

646 LAI

$300
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Hog
market

$150

110XC

.222

Survivors include two
daughters, Anna Faye
Hamilton and Effie Kaye
Wright, Graves County;
six grandchildren; six
great-grandchildren.

[en:

Federal-State Market News Service March
9, 1962
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stetsons
Receipts Act /72 Est 554 Barrows G dts
1.1 25 higher Sows 1-1 50 Maher
US 1-2 216-240 Uss
US 1-2 1N-2111!be
US 2 214-1511be
US 2-3 258-27// the
Sows
US 1-2 271-3N Ilse
US 1-3 N0-4516 Ls
US 1-3 45411111 lb.
US 14 N9-451 Ass
US 2-3 311-51/4 the
Boars DM

*41.75-415
647 75-41 75
*445.4475
147.32-415
N
439
$4441.43 00
143 01-47 00
/47 00-41 00
139 01-4401

Ted Buckley
Mrs. Zeiss
Jones' rites
services
dies; mother in chapel
of Murrayans Services for Clayborne conducted
Services for Ted
Services for Mrs. Mary
E. Zeiss will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Roth Funeral
Home, Paducah. The
Rev. Richard Denton will
officiate.
Burial will follow in
Maplelawn Cemetery
there.
Friends may call at
funeral home. Mrs. Zeiss, 8 4 ,
Paducah, died Sunday at
10:20 p.m. at Lourdes
Hospital. She was the
widow of Charles A. Zeiss
and the daughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Matheny.
She was a member of
St. Luke's United
Methodist Church, the
Golden Age Club and the
Elder Bloom Club.
Survivors include four
daughters, Mrs. Russell
Dowdy and Juanita Zeiss,
Murray, Mrs. Jim
Perdew and Mrs.
Frances Hassell,
Paducah; two sons,
Henry Zeiss, Paducah,
and Charles A. Zeiss,
Jackson,Tenn.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. J. C. Mullen
and Mrs. Richard Pruitt,
Paducah; 12 grandchildren; 12 greatgrandchildren.

Jones, 81, were today at 2 Buckley were today at at
p.m. in the chapel of J. H. 10 a.m. in the chapel of
Churchill Funeral Home. Linn Funeral Home, BenA pallbearer in addition ton. The Rev. Robert
to those previously nam- Truitt and the Rev. L. E.
ed was Frankie Shroat. Moore officiated.
Burial was in Bellevue
Burial was in Murray CiCemetery, Danville.
ty Cemetery.
Mr. Buckley, 71, Rt. 1,
Hardin, died Saturday at
King's Daughters
Memorial Hospital,
Frankfort. He was a
Final rites for John member of Unity
Tom Taylor, 80, were Cumberland
Monday at 1 p.m. at Presbyterian Church,
Green Plain Church of Walnut Hills Masonic
Christ. Henry Hargis and Lodge in Cincinnati,
Charlie Sweatt officiated. Ohio, the Scottish Rites
Burial ..was in Murray and the Shrine.
Survivors are his
Memorial Gardens.
widow, Ruth Buckley; a
daughter, Patricia
Powell, Frankfort; five
sisters,
Irene Hemple,
Indastnal Average
K
Lexington,ye 011ie MonAir Products
31%
%
tgomery, Bowling Green,
American Motors
2% Ashland
134 -4
Ruby Beliles, Evansville,
American Telephone
Mkt -%
Ind.,
Pauline McCory,
Chrysler
unc
Dupont
31% -it
Brownsburg, Ind., and
Ford
-ts
Virginia McCory,
GAF
044 +4.
General Dynamites.
It% t%
Morgantown.
General Motors
31% 4.
General Tire
It anc
Also surviving are four
Goodrich
19% sac
brothers, Albert Buckley,
Goodyear
le% tug
Gal Oil
%
N
Nicholasville, Stanley
Het:blue
N inc
Buckley, Bowling Green,
IBM.
57% +4.
Jenco
111%11 11%4
E. G. Buckley, Boise,
K-Mart
IS -it
Penwell
3444 WIC
Idaho, and Johnny
Qasker Oats
34% -le
Buckley, Louisville; two
Texaco
MI% Noe
U.S.,Teliecce
44% +4.
grandchildren,
Steven
Wendy's
12% -16
and Kimberly Powell,
C.E.F. Fund
1316
Frankfort.

Taylor rites
conducted

Stock market

Inspectors
find violations
BARDSTOWN, Ky.
(AP) — State inspectors
have found some 100
violations of federal
health-care regulations
at Bardstown's Flaget
Memorial Hosoital.
The violations were uncovered during an inspection last month, but
details became public only on Monday when the
hospital filed a required
correction plan.
Sharon Ware, director
of the licensing and
regulation division of the
state Department for
Human Resources, said
the agency conducted the
inspection following
"about a dozen" complaints.
The inspectors found
numerous violations and
said that five areas of the
hospital — management,
nursing, dietary services,
laboratories and quality
control — were not in
substantial compliance"
with federai guildeines.
Ms. Ware says that the
inspection was one of
about 20-25 that the agency conducts each year.
Normally, the agency accepts the findings of the
Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals,
but makes its own probe
when it receives reports
of violations of federal
rules.
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Not Every
$69 Mattress
Is Alike...
.

in.ite You To Come In and
Compare Our S.69 Spring Air
With Anyone
Check For These Important Features
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Sale $99
sak g,2640

o•S4+4.

^

Sale
6
9ea pc
'Twin Size
SOLD IN SETS ONLY

Purdom's Inc.
04

702 S. 5th

753-4172

Seed Potatoes

"When You
Decorate For
Spring, Don't Forget
the Most Important
Thing."

Special-Special-Prits
I° 1 050 1000S.

12' Lb.
bergirets
We-Yellow-kW

S Bulk Garden
A Seeds & Plants A
V Plant Bed V
E
Supplies

Yoyr Own Individual
Colors and Styles in
Silk Flower Arrangements.
Silk Green Plants or
Arrangements Chosen
By You. We'll Be
Happy to Help You.

Canvas mosy pow

I,
)

19.50 All Sizes

Gas $1.10 cal
Fertilizer,5.00
Plastic (3 Mil),9.50

Don't Pass It UP

Ai Sizes

Buchanan feed
753-5378
Industrial Rd.

The
Internal Revenue Service
Sure Has An
Income Tax Break
For You!

PURINA
CHOMPS

Murray, Ky.

11 )1,
)1I 1_1,
_.1
4-1/47 1:1,

0_

)

Owner
Shorilyn
Wisehort

753-9514

609 1/2 S. 4th
Murray, Ky.
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Gibson Means
Choice Meats

Here's the answer HOMES FOR AMERICANS
cut out the damaged part
By ANDY LANG
and then join the two cut
AP Newafeaturea
Q. — We just moved in- ends. You can buy a hose
to an old house. repair coupling mender
Everything seems to be at your local hardware
working fine except that, store, lumber yard or
every once in a while, one home center. There is one
of the fuses blows when type for rubber hoses,
the dishwasher is turned another for plastic hoses.
on. It would seem to be an Be sure to get the right •
overload on the circuit, kind, then follow direcbut if that were the pro- tions on how to put the
family rm
living rm
nook
blem, why doesn't it hap- two ends together. If, as
u -s% 50L4.
•
pen all the time but only sometimes happens, no
directions come with the
sometimes?
A. — It appears to be an mender, ask your dealer
overload all right, occa- to explain how it funcsioned by the fact that the tions. It is very simple
washer only overloads at and is almost self.
certain times because of apparent when you take a
the surge of extra power close look at the coupler.
to start the machine. It Be certain you use a
may be that it occurs only sharp knife or blade to
when something else on make a clean cut of the
the same circuit is also damaged section. Also, if
drawing on the electrici- you dip the ends of the
PLAN
FLOOR
ty. If you know which ap- plastic hose into hot
the
them,
soften
pliance, lights, etc., are water to
on the same line, be sure repair will be easier.
--they are not operating
4111
Q. — I am going to inwhen the washer is turned on. The better way is sulate our attic with
rr.s•
to replace the regular 15- mineral-wool blankets. In
THIS L-SHAPED BRICK RANCH HOME features a
ampere fuse with what is stapling the blankets to
called a time-delay fuse the wall studs, how far
fireplace in the living room and another in the family room.
of the same amperage. apart should the staples
Each of these rooms has sliding doors leading to the
This type of fuse allows be to assure a tight fit?
backyard. The bedroom wing consists of three bedrooms.
A. -- About 8 inches. Fit
for a temporary
HA1145G has 1,908 square feet. For more information
Plan
snugblanket
a
of
end
still
that
If
-"tbe
overload.
blows, then you will need ly against the top piece of
write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to
a professional electrician framing. Working down,
architect Carl E. Gaiser, 25600 Telegraph Rd., Southfield,
to determine what is staple the flanges to the
Mich 48034
sides or the faces of the
wrong.
--studs. Cut the blanket to
Q. — I always have fit tightly against the
trouble distinguishing framing at the bottom. If
between ferrous and non- more than one blanket is
ferrous metals. It can be used in the same stud
troublesome when the in- space, butt the ends tightstructions for a project ly together. The vapor
refer to one or the other of barrier must face the side
these types. I looked up of the wall that is heated
ferrous in the dictionary in cold weather. While the
and it explains that a fer- flanges of the blankets
rous metal is one with can be stapled to the sides
iron and small amounts or faces of the studs, as
of other metals or just explained, there is
substances, but it doesn't one exception. The
tell which metals these flanges must be stapled
only to the sides of the
are. Can you help us?
A. — Yes. Ferrous studs if you are using
metals include carbon aluminum foil-faced
steel, wrought iron, cast blankets. This is to create
iron and what is called the air space necessary
mild steel. The non- for the heat-reflective
ferrous metals include value of the foil to be
brass, bronze, aluminum, achieved.
--copper, nickel, tin and
( Attic insulating is exzinc.
--plained in detail in Andy
Q. -- Our garden hose is Lang's booklet, "Saving
in good condition except Money by Insulating,"
for one place where it has which can be obtained by
been splitasthough it had sending 50 cents AND a
been run over by long, stamped, selfsomething. Is it possible addressed envelope to
to replace just a few in- Know-How, P.O. Box 477,
ches of the hose or m ustft_ _Huntington, NY 11743.
-Questions of generarki=be thrown away?
A. — You do not have to terest will be answered in
throw away the hose, nor the column, but indo you have to replace a dividual correspondence
few inches of it. Merely cannot be undertaken.)

Ribeye

1-12 lh. Arg.
Cat, Wrapped awd Frozen Free

Outside Grilling Time Again
,2 Pound Pure Ground Beef

Steaks

11 lb. Box

$1699

Fresh Order Of
Frosty Acres

Gibson's Country

Ham

Frozen
Vegetables

Whole Half, or By The Slice

Choice Sides Of Beef
ciit,
225 To 275 Lbs.

39

Wrapped Fre*

_

Lb

$1

•--_
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Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM r“cF

CO.

'07 5. MI St.

Pimp, 153- MI
NOM;7:IN • S:00 Mai.-Fri.

Combined talents of two top real estate firms
makes the 'Home Team' even bigger and better.
Acquiring a real estate company of the
size and prestige of Boyd-Majors of Murray is an important step in the continued
success of Kopperud Realty.

Important for us.
Important for many reasons, such as•
solidifying our reputation as an all-service
real estate firm. And increasing our expertise in several departments. Plus growth we anticipate handling a substantially
higher percent of Calloway County's real
estate transactions.

Summer's coming...
So's MT weather!

Important for you.

SAVE
00
on the GE
All-Year
Comfort
Machine.

Act now and get a $50 cash refund
directfrom GE on the Single Package
Weathertron ® heat pump/air
conditioner.
And $50 Front Randy Thornton

Kopperud Realty's ability to serve its
customers is greatly expanded. Now with
13 experienced sales professionals our
staff is the area's largest.
If you have a real estate need, we hove
the experience and personnel to provide
thorough assistance..,residential, form L
land, commercial, lake property, relocation and appraisal.

From Left: Audra Moody-Broker-Associate; Rex Alexander-BrokerAssociate; Bill Kopperud-Broker-Owner; Bill Rayburn-Sales Manager.

7H Main

We are all at one location

Heatinjt Air Conditioning, Inc.

born cootin ano nearing energytosts,too The
on bo
Single Package eathertron• heat pump/air conditioner combines two proven energy-savers ... an
extra-large coil and art extra-efficient compressor. And
you get one of GE's Weathertron'' heat pumps,
Amenca's #1 sellers

Cools in Summer... Heats in Weller
Save Now Save Later Get the $50 cash refund direct from
General Electric for installing a new GE Single Package
Weathertron• heal pump/air conditioner Then enioy the
energy-saving effictency for years to come

To qualify for cash refund, Installation must be
b.for.{kIAY 1 1

Call today for a FREE
home energy analysis.
Let our climate control experts provtde you with our on nom•
analysts of your•spectlic energy needs and dolenloal sa•tags
Absolutely NO OBL IGAT ION

We bring good things to life.

GENERAL (*..) ELECTRIC

Rex Alexander 753-3579
Geri Andersen 753-7932
Barbara Erwin 753-4136
George Gallagher 753-8129
B.B. Hook, Jr. 753-2387
Bill Kopperud 753-6620

753-1222

Randy Thornton

Homer Miller 753-7519
Audro Moody 753-9036
Reuben Moody 753-9036
Bill Rayburn 759-4900
Warren Shropshire 753-8277
Glenda Smith 753-1499
Lindy Suiter 753-0692

Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc.
Sales & Service
NS
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Miners union•asks
for investigation

Generosity may lead to debt
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Tight credit has forced
a growing number of people to turn to friends and
relatives for help in borrowing money, but a Cornell University financial
specialist warns that
generosity can be
dangerous if you're not
careful.
Co-signing a loan, for
example, may not seem
to be a very serious step.
But you could wind up
heavily in debt if the
original borrower
defaults. Your signature
makes you legally
responsible.
Elizabeth Wiegand, a
specialist in family financial management for the
extension service of Cornell University in Ithaca,
N.Y., says that studies
have shown that as many
as 50 percent of all the
people who co-sign loans
are asked to take some
degree of responsibility
for the unpaid debt.
"When an institution
asks for a loan to be cosigned," she says, "it is a
last resort. It means the
borrower has no acceptable security to offer
against the loan. When in-

dividuals co-sign, they
are taking a definite risk
that the lending institution won't take."
Never co-sign a loan for
more than you could afford to pay off — just in
case. "Don't jeopardize
your own financial
security," Ms. Wiegand
says.
Ask the lending institution for copies of all
papers relevant to the
loan, including any warranties on an item purchased with credt. Get
the lender to agree, in
writing, to notify you immediately if the borrower
misses a payment. The
notification will make it
easier for you to avoid
late fees if you DO have to
make a payment. The
notification also means
that you will find out
about any problems
before the case ends up in
court.
Try to work out an arrangement with the
lender to limit your
liability so you do not
wind up penalty charges,
attorney's bills or court
costs in addition to the
principal.
Find out if the borrower
has something of value

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Old French
coin
4 Either.
companion
8 Unruly
chitdren
11 Realm
13 Of length
15 Both of us
16 French river
18 Epic tale
19 Nahoor
sheep
21 Matures
22 GA's neighbor
23 Wickedness
26 Algonquian
Indian
29 Equal
31 Profound
33 SA's neigh-

2 Sign
3 Above
4 Mountakt '
hYTTIP11
5 Rule
6 ConsecreMe

7 MA's neighbor
8 Handle
9 River ducks
10 Sink
12 Exists
14 Sun god
17 Want
20 Pesidentlal
nickname
24 Chief
25 Notice
27 Dye plant
28 Sugar
Source
29 Bucket
30 Grafted, in
Heraldry
32 Top of the

34 Article
heed
35 Male swan
36 Not home
38 Aegean
39 At home
40 Pronoun
41 Damage
43 Story
45 Limb
47 Fawners
50 Tra follower
52 Metal
53 Edible seed
56 Gemstone
58 is fond of
60 British
Primesti
61 Time period
63 Heroic
65 Singing voice
66 City map
abbr
67 Bad —.
Germany
DOWN
1 Stitches

which might be acceptable to you as collateral,
even if it doesn't qualify
as security from the
lender's point of view.
Draw up a written agreement under which the
borrower will eventually
repay you, in part or full,
if he or she defaults.
"People's situations go
up and down," Ms.
Wiegand says. "Even if
someone does default...
sometime in the future
they will likely be in a
situation when they can
repay."
In some cases, you may
be tempted to lend someone money yourself
rather than co-signing a
loan from a financial institution.
A promissory note
should be part of the deal.
The note should include
the amount of money involved, when and how it
will be paid back and
what the interest charge
— if any — will be. Any
security or collateral
should be described,
along with what will happen in the event of a
default.
The note should be signed by both the borrower
and the lender and should
be notarized. Ask a bank
or other lending institution for a blank promissory note form to use
as your guide.

54 Dutch export
55 Is ill

rootstock
44 Snake
46 Smooth and
glossy
48 Pigeons
49 Awkward
51 Wolfhound

56 GI green
57 Fondle
59 Yes, in
Madrid
62 Scale note
6/ Cerium
symbol

HAND,
LET'S START PLANTING
MY GARDEN...
eel
-71
OKAY HIRED

Feb.23 by the UMW allege that the Southern
Labor Union
misrepresented the UMW
to the miners prior to the
vote.
Miners voted 119-69 to_.,
remain with the Southern
Labor Union, marking
the UMW's third organizing failure in seven years
at the mine.
Feree said his regional
office will submit its
recommendation in the
case to the five-member
NLRB board in
Washington, with a decision by that board expected by March 30.

Farmers want tobacco out of federal budget
ABINGDON, Va. (API
— The salvation of the
federal tobacco price support system depends on
getting it out of the
federal budget so antitobacco forces can't attack it, says the chairman of a House
Agriculture Subcommittee on Peanuts and
Tobacco.
-The farmer generally
knows that Congress
almost killed the tobacco
program last fall," Rep.
Charlie Rose, D-N.C.,
said Monday at a hearing
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in Abingdon, a southwest
Virginia burley tobacco
center.
"Those of us who live in
tobacco districts saved it.
... To do that we made
some promises. Our main
promise was to run the
program at no cost to the
taxpayer."
Federal tobacco price
supports have been
criticized as government
subsidies, while protobacco forces say the
program regulates the
amount and quality of
tobacco being sold.
Rose's subcommittee
stopped in Abingdon to
hear the general support
voiced by nearly 100
farmers from Virginia
and eastern Tennessee
for recommendations
that would make the program self-supporting.
The primary recommendation is to charge a

few pennies per pound
when all tobacco is sold to
pay for administrative
costs, and in some cases
the insurance cost, of the
program,.
"The real' enemies of
tobacco arise from the
health issue. If we can get
(the price support program) out of the federal
budget, they'll have a lot
less of a target to shoot
at," Rose said.
Congressmen were
adamant that the program was important to
the farmers and the farm
states'economy.
Rep. William C.
Wampler, R-Va., said the
program has made more
than $5 billion in loans
since it was established in
1933 and about $240
million remains unpaid.
During the same
period, Wampler added,
the tobacco industry has

paid about $6 billion in
taxes.
"The cost has been
minimal," Wampler said,
"but those ,who do not
support the tobacco price
support system call it a
subsidy. I think this could
put that argument to
rest."
In general, the price
support system gives
loans to farmers if their
crop doesn't bring a
minimum price set by the
U.S. Department of
Agriculture. The loans
are repaid to a federally
funded agency by one of
the 13 regional
cooperatives that store
the tobacco for later sale
at a higher price.
Washington County,
Va., farmer Archie
Bailey, representing the
Virginia Farm Bureau
Federation, said the
tobacco grower -cannot
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produce and market
tobacco in a totally freemarket environment."
But, Bailey said, the
farmers want a program
"that would not be a
drain on the public
treasury."
"We just want survival," said Scott County,
V a ., farmer Oscar
Peters. "Our main objective is to maintain a price
support for all tobacco."
The Abingdon hearing
was the seventh by the
four-man subcommittee
in five states. Another
hearing was planned today in Winston-Salem,
N.C., with flue-cured
growers expected to at-.—
tend.
Besides Rote and
Wampler, the subcommittee is composed ef
Reps. Charles Whitley, DN.C., and John L. Napier,
R-S.C.
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John Belushi, 33,to be buried today
The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill.
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MATH-A-THON — Murray Middle School students participated in the St.
Jude's Childrens Research Hospital Math-A-Thon. The students recieved
pledges from family and friends for number of math problems worked. Prizes
were T-shirts for contributions of $25 or more and jackets for $100 or more.
Photo shows winners of jackets: from left, Bethany Thompson, 6th grade,
$168.68; Lisa Whitaker, 7th grade, $162.20; Selena Donelson, 6th grade, $100.20;
and Downs Thornton,5th grade,$100.75. A total of $1,468.75 was contributed.

Answer t•

37 Stove part
42 Edible

CINCINNATI (AP) —
The National Labor Relations Board is investigating allegations of
irregularities in a union
election last month at a
Bell County coal mine, a
spokesman said.
The charges were filed
by the United Mine
Workers union against
the Southern Labor Union
in the wake of voting at
Eastover Mining Co.'s
Arjay mine in Bell County.
Jim Feree, assistant
director of the NLRB's
regional office, said most
of the six charges filed

You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th,
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month. They depend CC you to write their pal,
checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
your carrier.

VINEYARD HAVEN,
Mass. (AP) — Friends
and family of John
Belushi gathered near his
home on Martha's
Vineyard, where his body
was brought for burial,
while reports surfaced in
Los Angeles that the
young comedian's death
was caused by a drug
overdose.
The comedian's body

APINCE11114C:3111rmi1*
The Saving

NOLDSTOCAY

Miirray Ledger & Times
WELL ALL WE
HAVE TO DO
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funeral services.
The Los Angeles
Times, meanwhile,
reported today that a
source in the coroner's office said Belushi, whose
nude body was found in a
Los Angeles hotel room
Friday, died of complications from a cocaine overdose. ABC News also
reported that sources
said a drug overdose kill-
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was flown to the island
retreat off the coast of
Cape Cod on Monday and
his wife, Judith Belushi,
and about 20 friends arrived by ferry Monday
night. They were expected to be joined today
by some of Belushi's
former co-stars on television's "Saturday Night
Live" at a private viewing of the body and
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ed him, and said the drug
was "probably cocaine."
The Los Angeles coroner's office said it would
have no comment on the
reports, in reply to
repeated telephone calls.
Like many celebrities,
the 33-year-old TV and
movie comedian had
sought privacy on Martha's Vineyard, off the
coast of Cape Cod. He
spent the last three summers at his vacation
home on the Chilmark
oceanfront, which he
bought in July 1979.
Burial was to be at
Abel's Hill cemetery,
located about one mile
from Belushi's home.
Many residents recall
seeing Belushi jauntily
driving around the island
in an open jeep. At night
"he would often be seen
at The Ocean Club in
Vineyard Haven, hanging
around the bar, making
people laugh," said Peter
Simon, a photogapher
and resident of the island,
which has a year-round
population of about 10,000
and a summer population
about five times as large.
Belushi often was an
unannounced performer
at the Hot Tin Roof, an
island rock club partially
owned by Simon's sister,
Carly.
"I've seen the serious
side of him, but that was
rare," said Simon, who
said he was with Belushi
about 15 times over the
three summers. "He had
to be around people. They
generally expected him
to be outrageous and he
would rise to the occasion."
Belnalsi joined
celebrities that include
Walter Cronkite, author
John Hersey, humorist
Art Buchwald and pop
musician James Taylor
— when he bought his
summer home from
former Defense
Secretary Robert
McNamara for $400,000.
The 8%-acre lot, including 2,000 feet of ocean
frontage, is a few miles
from Jacqueline Kennedy
Onassis'$3 million estate.
The Times reported a
coroner's office source
who asked not to be identified said toxicology
tests conducted Monday
indicated Belushi had an
elevated amount of cocaine in his blood. The
source said the drug was
believed to have caused
respiratory failure and
perhaps also a heart attack.
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